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Porous media flows are encountered in many natural and man-made systems such as gas
adsorption, filtration, heat exchangers, combustion, catalytic reactors and groundwater
hydrology. This study experimentally investigates these flows as function of pore
Reynolds number, Repore. The pore Reynolds number is based on the porous bed
hydraulic diameter, DH =φDΒ/(1−φ) where φ is bed porosity and DB is solid phase bead
diameter and average bed interstitial velocity, Vint= VDarcy/φ, where VDarcy= Q/Abed, with
Q being the volumetric flow rate and Abed the bed cross section normal to the flow. The
flow characteristics are studied through application of a particle displacement technique
called particle image velocimetry, PIV. In the case of PIV, flow fields are estimated by
seeding the flow with tracer particles and then evaluating their displacements.
Application of quantitative imaging technique such as PIV to a complex flow domain like
porous bed requires matching refractive index of liquid phase to that of the solid phase.

Firstly, the effect of slight index mismatch, due to experimental uncertainties, on
obtaining highly accurate PIV measurements as expressed as an experimental uncertainty
was explored. Mismatch of refractive indices leads to error in estimation of particle
positions and their displacements due to refraction at solid-liquid interfaces. Slight
mismatch, in order of 10-3, in refractive indices also leads to reduction in particle density,
particle signal peak intensity and degrade the particle image. These effects on velocity
field estimation using PIV is studied experimentally and numerically. The numerical
model, after validating against experimental results, is used to generate an expression for
the error in PIV measurements as a function of refractive index mismatch for a range of
bead diameters, bed widths, bed porosity, and optical magnification.
After refractive index matching, planar PIV measurements were taken at discrete
locations throughout a randomly packed bed with aspect ratio (bed width to bead
diameter) of 4.67 for steady, low pore Reynolds number flows, Repore ~ 6, intermediate
Repore of 54 and unsteady flow with high Repore ranging from 400-4000. Details of the
measurement uncertainties as well as methods to determine local magnification and
determination of the dynamic velocity range are presented. The data are analyzed using
the PIV correlation averaging method for steady flows and multigrid and multipass
correlation methods for unsteady turbulent flows with the largest velocity uncertainties
arising from in plane image loss and out of plane motion.
Results for low Repore flows show the correspondence of the geometric and velocity
correlation functions across the bed, and that the centerline of the bed shows a randomlike distribution of velocity with an integral length scale on the order of one hydraulic
diameter (or 0.38 bead diameters based on the porosity for this bed).

The velocity

variance is shown to increase by a factor of 1.8 when comparing the center plane data
versus using data across the entire bed. It is shown that the large velocity variance
contributes strongly to increased dispersion estimates, and that based on the center plane
data of the variance and integral length scales, the dispersion coefficient matches well
with that measured in high aspect ratio beds using global data.

For unsteady and turbulent flow, velocity data were used to determine the following
turbulence measures: (i) turbulent kinetic energy components, (ii) turbulent shear
production rate, (iii) integral Eulerian length and time scales, and (iv) energy spectra all
for a range of pore Reynolds numbers, Repore, from 418 to 3964. These measures, when
scaled with the bed hydraulic diameter, DH, and average interstitial velocity, Vint, all
collapse for Repore, beyond approximately 2800, except that the integral scales collapse at
a lower value near 1300-1800. The results show that the pore turbulence characteristics
are remarkably similar from pore to pore and that scaling based on bed averaged
variables like DH and Vint characterizes their magnitudes despite very different local mean
flow conditions.
In the case of high Repore flows, large scale structures such as stationary and convected
vortices and structures resembling jets were also identified. These structures were
analyzed in detail using decomposition techniques like Large Eddy Scale decomposition
and critical point analysis like swirl strength analysis. Direct velocity measurements were
used to estimate Lagrangian statistics through Eulerian measures and then estimate
contribution of flow structures to turbulent mechanical dispersion. Results agree well
with those in the literature obtained using global measurements in very high aspect ratio,
long test beds. Stationary vortical or recirculation regions were seen to play a dominant
role in contributing to overall dispersion in porous beds.
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Study of Creeping, Inertial and Turbulent Flow Regimes in Porous
Media using Particle Image Velocimetry
CHAPTER 1
Introduction
Porous medium can be defined as a regular or irregular arrangement of deformable or
non-deformable solid matrix like fibers, solid spheres, irregular solids etc. The
interconnected space formed between solid matrixes, called voids, is occupied by fluid
phase, gas or liquid or both. These complex mediums are utilized by researchers
designing processes involving gas adsorption, filtration, combustion, catalytic reactors,
groundwater hydrology, food processing, nuclear waste management, thermal insulation,
oil recovery and more. Designing systems for processes listed above requires bringing
together knowledge from diverse fields in science and engineering. One such critical
design parameter is characteristics of transport processes to and from solid surfaces and
dispersion properties of bulk flow in porous media. Practical examples where flow
transport plays an important role in overall system design are numerous (Bear and
Buchlin (1991), Ho and Webb (2006) and Vadász (2008)). Environmental engineers are
interested in transport processes and dispersion behavior of contaminant for designing
effective schemes for treating, modifying, or containing wastes on and in the ground.
Chemical engineers rely on transport properties and dispersion processes for mixing
reactants and temperature control in applications of catalytic bed reactors. Food scientists
have to account for transport of fat, water and heat occurring in porous skeleton of
proteins or carbohydrates for automation of food processes such as hamburger cooking or
deep-fat frying. Designers, typically, rely on established correlations for predicting
transport and dispersive properties of flow in fixed beds and ultimately in process design
(Andrigo et al (2000) and Eigenberger (1992)). The correlations available are generated
from experimental measurements of global bed parameters such as pressure drop and
dispersion (Dixon and Cresswell (1986), Ergun (1952), Gunn (1987) and Wen and Fan
(1975)). These correlations are also used to generate local transport models for flow in
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porous media. In general, understanding fundamental physical processes at play and their
characteristics lead to better system designs. This study attempts to do so by applying
flow field visualization and quantification techniques.
Flow visualization techniques have been utilized by researchers working with porous
beds, For example Dybbs and Edwards (1984) identified four different flow regimes in
porous media flows such as (1) creeping flow (2) inertial flow regime (3) unsteady
inertial flow regime (4) unsteady and chaotic regime. The regimes were identified by
simple dye visualization for a porous bed formed by bed of rods in regular packing. The
demarcation of regimes was identified by non-dimensional Reynolds number, Re, which
is formed by using the average pore size as a length scale and average pore fluid velocity
as a velocity scale. In creeping flow regime, where Re is less than 1, viscous forces
dominate over inertial forces while as fluid velocity is increased, contribution of inertial
forces to overall fluid motion becomes increasingly important.
Studies involving local measurements of flow fields and the application of local
measurements to explain dispersive behavior of randomly closed packed beds are limited
to the creeping flow regime and are mostly missing for high Reynolds number regime.
Local measurements of flow fields have been obtained using non-intrusive optical
techniques like LDA (Johnston et al. (1975), Yarlagadda and Yoganathan (1989)), PIV
(Arthur et al. (2009), Northrup et al. (1993), Saleh et al. (1992)) and PTV (Huang et al.
(2008), Lachhab et al. (2008), Moroni and Cushman (2001), Peurrung et al. (1995),
Stephenson and Stewart (1986)). Application of optics based technique requires matching
of refractive indices (RIM) of solid and fluid phases. Other imaging techniques like NMR
(Ogawa et al. (2001), Sederman et al. (1998), and Suekane et al. (2003)) and PET (Khalili
et al. (1998)), which doesn’t require RIM, have also been employed successfully.
Of these the most popular has been NMR when studying flow in porous media and that
has been principally to avoid difficulties encountered in refractive index matching
procedure. Also NMR allows constructing porous beds of real solid matrix like sand as
the method can be applied to any beds as long as the solid phase is non-magnetic.
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Principal disadvantage of conventional NMR techniques is that the measurements in the
porous bed at an instance can be obtained along a line for one velocity component only
which typically takes around several minutes (Elkins and Alley (2007)). Complete
measurements in a bed are obtained by scanning the line along the bed which is repeated
for each velocity component separately. This usually takes hours (Elkins and Alley
(2007)). Long measurement times make the technique not suitable for unsteady or
turbulent flows with much shorter integral timescales.
In contrast, high density PIV is by far the method of choice for studying turbulent or
highly unsteady flows. PIV is an optical technique wherein flow is seeded with high
fidelity tracer particles. Locations of tracer particles at different instances in time are
imaged onto a detector such as a camera or film. The images are used to track tracer
particle motion which is then used to evaluate fluid motion. The advantage of high
density PIV is that it gives instantaneous measurements of 2 or 3 velocity components in
selected plane. The measurement time is on the order of microseconds, so the technique
is suitable to capture faster time scales in unsteady flows.
This work attempts to understand physics of porous media flows over wide range of
Reynolds number. The flow characteristics are measured using high density Particle
Image Velocimetry (PIV). Application of PIV to porous medium requires matching
refractive indices of solid matrix with fluid phase as illustrated in Figure 1. This is to
reduce or eliminate distortion due to refraction effects and increase bed transmittance by
reducing reflection losses. However, in reality, perfect matching is not possible. Errors in
measurement due to slight refractive index mismatch are discussed in Chapter 2. This
chapter is a manuscript published in Experiments in Fluids journal.
Low Re, creeping or Stokes, flows are studied and analyzed in low aspect ratio porous
bed in detail. The results are presented in Chapter 3. This chapter is a manuscript in final
revision for Experiments in Fluids journal.
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Chapter 4 discusses High Re flows in porous media, which are a more common
occurrence for gaseous transport in beds. Scalar transport of gaseous reactants and heat
are extremely important physical processes necessary for efficient operation of fixed bed
reactors routinely operated in turbulent flow regime. However, little is known about the
physics at play in these flows. This study focused attention more to turbulent flow regime
in porous media. Limited data for steady inertial and unsteady inertial flow regimes
occurring in porous media flows is presented. This chapter is a manuscript submitted for
publication in Physics of Fluids journal.
Chapter 5 utilizes decomposition techniques such as Reynolds decomposition and Large
Eddy scale (LES) decomposition and critical point analysis to extract structures in these
flows. The development and interplay of these structures is evaluated to better understand
turbulent dispersion mechanisms. This chapter is a manuscript to be submitted for
publication in Physics of Fluids journal.

Figure 1: Porous medium with solid and fluid phase refractive indices matched
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CHAPTER 2
Optical Measurement Uncertainties due to Refractive Index Mismatch for Flow in a
Porous Media

Vishal A. Patil and James A. Liburdy

Experiments in fluids
Springer Science + Business Media, Berlin, Germany
Volume 53, Issue 5
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ABSTRACT
Application of optical techniques such as PIV, PTV and LDA for velocity field estimation
in porous media requires matching of refractive indices of the liquid phase to that of the
solid matrix, including the channel walls. The methods most commonly employed to
match the refractive indices have been to maximize the transmitted intensity through the
bed or to rely on direct refractometer measurements of the indices of the two phases.
Mismatch of refractive indices leads to error in estimation of particle position, εPD, due to
refraction at solid-liquid interfaces. Analytical ray tracing applied to a model of solid
beads placed randomly along the optical path is used to estimate εPD. The model, after
validating against experimental results, is used to generate expression for εPD as a
function of refractive index mismatch for a range of bead diameters, bed widths, bed
porosity, and optical magnification. The estimate of εPD, which is found to be unbiased,
is connected to errors in PIV measurement using the central limit theorem. Mismatch in
refractive indices can also lead to reduction in particle density, Ns, detected light flux, J,
and degrade the particle image. The model, verified through experiments, is used to
predict the reduction in Ns and J, where it is found that particle defocusing caused by
spherical beads in refractive index mismatched porous bed is the primary contributor to
reductions of Ns and J. In addition, the magnitude of εPD is determined for the use of
fluorescent dye emission for particle detection due to wavelength dependent index of
refraction.
INTRODUCTION
Flow in porous media is frequently encountered in many engineering and natural
processes such as gas adsorption, filtration, combustion, catalytic reactors, groundwater
hydrology and others.

The physical aspects of flows in porous media have been

discussed in many books such as Bear (1988), Scheidegger (1974) and others. The
investigation of the flow characteristics in porous media has proven to be elusive due to
the difficulty of interrogation access, the typical range of flow passage scales, and the
inherent three-dimensional nature of the flow. In order to achieve proper optical access
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and to minimize distortion, refractive index matching (RIM) has been used to essentially
make the bed transmissive to the optical probe, or light sheet without distortion. A
number of optical methods have been used to study transport properties and flow in
porous media such as PIV (Arthur et al. (2009), Northrup et al. (1993), Saleh et al.
(1992)), PTV (Huang et al. (2008), Lachhab et al. (2008), Moroni and Cushman (2001),
Peurrung et al. (1995), Stephenson and Stewart (1986)), LIF (Fontenot and Vigil (2002),
Ovdat and Berkowitz (2006), Rashidi et al. (1996), Stohr et al. (2003)) and LDA
(Johnston et al. (1975), Yarlagadda and Yoganathan (1989)). The use of RIM for
measurements in highly concentrated particle suspensions is discussed in detail by
Wiederseiner et al. (2011) and Dijksman et al. (2012). Other methods have also been
used such as positron emission tomography (Khalili et al. (1998)) and magnetic
resonance imaging (Ogawa et al. (2001), Sederman et al. (1998), and Suekane et al.
(2003)) which generally represent a very large investment in the imaging instrumentation,
but can provide high quality three-dimensional information for steady or slow transient
flow situations.
In addition to allowing for proper probe access, the design of a porous media test facility
has other challenges. For instance, packing of the solid phase imposes certain flow
conditions that affect the global flow characteristics like overall pressure drop and
dispersion (Martin et al. (1951), Mickley et al. (1965)). Also, the test bed dimensions,
relative to the characteristic pore size, are important in the relative extent of wall effects
and overall porosity. Empirical studies show that a minimum of five bead diameters
away from the wall is needed to effectively reduce wall effects in studies using spherical
beads to form the porous media (McWhirter et al. (1998)). Although this may not seem to
be overly constraining, this minimum distance requirement implies that the optical access
needs to be able to probe through a significant number of fluid/solid interfaces in the
imaging process. Consequently, an awareness of the impact of the degree of mismatch of
the refractive indices between the solid and liquid phases is important with regard to
potential loss of spatial resolution and signal intensity caused by refraction and reflection.
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PIV and PTV are basically particle displacement measurement techniques. Displacement
of tracer particles is typically estimated with subpixel accuracy by three-point estimators
using parabolic fit or Gaussian fit (Adrian and Westerweel (2011), Raffel et al. (2007)).
These subpixel estimators rely on formation of perfectly symmetric particle image with a
Gaussian distribution of intensity. A camera lens is usually used to image tracer particles
from the object plane onto a detector array. Deviation of particle images being mapped
linearly from the object plane to the image plane is due to distortion. Alternatively,
deviations from a perfect point image from a point object source (in the absence of
diffraction) is due to lens aberrations, like coma and astigmatism, causing degradation of
the particle image resulting in a bias error in PIV measurements (Adrian and Westerweel
(2011)).
A refractive index matched porous bed, using spherical beads, can be seen as randomly
spaced spherical lenses. If the liquid phase refractive index, nL, is higher than the solid
phase refractive index, nS, the beads act as diverging lenses, and for nL lower than nS the
solid beads act as converging lenses. The light ray refraction at solid-liquid interfaces
results in deviations from a linear mapping of particles on the image plane (similar to
distortion). This introduces error in particle position determination, εPD. Also, different
rays, emanating from the same particle, can experience different refracting powers as the
light is refracted at slightly different locations on the solid-liquid interfaces resulting in
particle image degradation (similar to aberration). This can result in additional error, εID,
when fitting an axisymmetric three-point estimator used to locate a particle center. The
spherical beads will also shift the image plane for best focus. In a randomly packed bed,
a nonuniform shift occurs so there is a distortion such that the best focus image does not
lie in a plane. This implies that not all particles illuminated in the laser light sheet can be
brought into focus on a planar detector array. In addition, the average imaged peak
intensity of particles will drop due to geometric spreading of the out-of-focus imaging
and due to reflection loss at solid-liquid interfaces. In the case of PIV, this will lead to a
reduction in the correlation peak height and increased uncertainty in displacement peak
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detection. Severely out-of-focus particles will form degraded images due to camera lens
aberrations (Adrian and Westerweel (2011)) and will not be detected as a particle. This
reduction in detected particle density, Ns, will also reduce the correlation peak height.
When using RIM, the use of a different wavelength of light to probe the test section
compared to that used to image data, imposes inherent mismatch of the index of
refraction due to wavelength dependence on the index of refraction. Examples where this
issue is of importance include the use of fluorescent microspheres, which use the
detection of emission light from a rather narrow bandwidth which is different from the
excitation frequency (Northrup et al. (1993), Peurrung et al. (1995)). Liquids typically
used to perform RIM can be grouped into three classes, aqueous organic, aqueous
inorganic and non-polar organic, which can be tuned to properly match the solid phase
and walls of the test bed to a given index of refraction (Budwig (1994), Wiederseiner et
al. (2011) ). In general, liquids tend to show a greater change in index with changing
wavelength than do solids. Consequently, if RIM is obtained at a particular wavelength,
the use of a different light source wavelength, or when using fluorescent emission, an
index mismatch will occur with potential error in the determination of particle position.
This study focuses on the use of index of refraction matching, such as used in PIV and
PTV, to measure velocity fields in the liquid phase in porous media. In the case of
spherical beads forming the porous matrix, when an index mismatch occurs the beads act
as distributed spherical lenses whose lens power depends on the degree of mismatch. If
the beads are randomly distributed in space the assessment of image distortion must
depend on some statistical measure. There is a need to estimate the degree to which a
refractive index mismatch between the liquid and solid phases affects the errors of
identification of proper location and the ultimate detectability of tracer particles. This
paper addresses four major areas of concern in porous media velocity measurements
based on refractive index mismatch: (i) errors in seed particle position determination due
to refraction errors, εPD

(ii) errors due to particle image degradation, εID (iii) the

attenuation of imaged light flux, J, and (iv) the loss of particle image number density, Ns.
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Quantification for each of these concerns is given versus refractive index mismatch.
Predicted values for PIV measurement uncertainty are evaluated and compared with
experimental data. An estimate of εPD for the case where fluorescent microspheres are
used as seed particles is also evaluated.
NUMERICAL MODEL FOR ERROR EVALUATION
Estimation of εPD
The errors identified above were evaluated for a random distribution of spherical beads in
a packed bed, for a range of index mismatching between the fluid and solid phases.
Figure 2 shows the general geometry considered. A number of beads, NB, with diameter
DB, were arranged along the optical axis, z, and each of the beads were moved
independently in a random manner in the x and y directions, normal to z, with
displacements limited to +/- DB/2. For each set of bead positions, ray tracing was done to
determine the deviations from the true position of a seed particle and the imaged position
in the x and y directions.

The analysis determined the values of εPD,x and εPD,y

independently, using NR number of rays for a range of bead diameters and total number
of beads along the optical axis, each for a given value of index mismatch between the
solid and fluid phases. Each ray was traced in three-dimensional space using Snell’s law
of refraction, (Hecht (2002)). Path of one such ray is shown in figure 2. The ray
emanating from particle, after undergoing refraction at interfaces, travels through camera
lens center and forms an image. Evoking Principal of reversibility, ray was traced from
distorted position on image plane to true position on object plane for convenience (See
figure 1). Once distance between true and apparent positions was determined, εPD was
estimated knowing magnification of system.
Estimation of J
Reduction in imaged light flux will be due to reflection losses at solid-liquid interface and
due to defocusing effect introduced by beads in refractive index mismatched porous bed.
The contribution from the above two effects were evaluated as follows.
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A light ray suffers transmission loss at each solid-liquid interface due to refractive index
mismatch, the transmittance, T, at each interface for every ray traced was tracked using
the Fresnel equations for unpolarized light, (Hecht (2002)),
1  n cos θ t
T=  t
2  ni cos θ i

2
2
 
 
 
2ni cos θ i
2ni cos θi
 
 +
  for θ i < θ c
  ni cos θ i + nt cos θ t   ni cos θt + nt cos θ i  

(1.a)

and
T = 0 for θ i ≥ θ c

(1.b)

where subscripts i and t on n are for incident and transmitted light, respectively, θi and θt
are the angle of incidence for the incoming ray and refraction for the transmitted ray
respectively, and θc is the critical angle of reflection, which depends on the index of
refraction of both the solid and liquid phases. The product of transmittance at every
interface seen by a ray gives a measure of the total transmittance, Itot, of the bed for that
ray accounting for reflections that occur at each interface.
A particle viewed through a mismatched porous bed will appear displaced by distance, δz,
from the plane of best focus. This defocusing effect, which leads to an increased particle
image diameter and reduction of the flux and peak intensity, was determined for every
ray traced using the approximations of geometrical optics as follows. The refracting
power at a bead surface is given by, (Blaker (1971) and Hecht (2002)) as:

PS =

nt cos θt − ni cos θi
0.5DB

(2)

and the entire bed focal length, fbed , is determined from:

1
fbed

=

∑P

s

nm

(3)
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where nm is the refractive index of the embedding medium of the particle. The porous bed
acts as a complex lens with focal length, fbed, whose center is at distance L/2 from the
target. Based on this, the apparent displacement, δz, along the optical axis as seen by the
camera lens was calculated using the lens formula
L
f bed
L
δz = + 2
2 L− f
bed
2

(4)

which then was used to find the reduction of the flux of light, J, as:


J (δ Z )
M DS
= I tot 

Da M 2
J (δ Z = 0 )
 M DS + δ Z
f (1 + M






) 

2

(5)

where M is the magnification, f the focal length of camera lens, DS the seed particle
diameter, and Da the aperture diameter. Details on defocusing by a camera lens can be
found in (Mouroulis and Macdonald (1997)). This results in a single value of J and δz for
each ray, the mean value of J for NR number of rays is reported in the Results section.

Model Convergence
A series of tests were run to determine convergence of the ray tracing procedure, and
results are shown in Fig. 3 for the case of six beads along the optical path length, NB = 6,
and DB = 6 mm.

Here the RMS error, in the x direction, εPD,x, is plotted versus the

mismatch in refractive index, (nL – nS), for a range of total rays, NR, from 10 to 100,000.
The relative difference in the RMS error between 10,000 rays and 100,000 is less than
2%. Consequently, 100,000 rays were used for each simulation given in the Results
section.
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Estimation of εPD,∆λ for fluorescent seed imaging
When index mismatch occurs due to the difference between the emission wavelength and
the excitation wavelength for fluorescent seed particles, the resultant distortion error is
denoted as εPD,∆λ. To determine this, it is necessary to evaluate the error due to refraction
effects over the emission wavelength. Assuming that the index is matched at the peak
emissions wavelength, λem, the amount of distortion depends on the emission spectrum
that extends over the wavelength bandwidth ∆λ. The refractive index mismatch between
the liquid and solid phases, (nL - nS), can be determined based on the Cauchy dispersion
equation, (Pedrotti an Pedrotti (1987)). Cauchy dispersion equation is empirical equation
used to estimate relationship between refractive index and wavelength and is given as:
 1
1 
n1 − n2 = C L  2 − 2 
 λ1 λ2 

(6)

where CL is a constant and a property of the liquid, and λi is the wavelength at which ni is
evaluated. If n1 is set equal to the liquid phase index, nL, and n2 is the index when
matching occurs with the solid phase, equal to nS, then the relationship between index of
refraction difference versus wavelength can be determined. In arriving at this expression
for the refractive index mismatch, the solid phase variation of index with wavelength is
assumed to be small for the range of wavelength considered, which is typical of solids
when compared with liquids.
To find the contribution over the entire spectrum n1 in Eqn. (6) is set to the index
associated with a wavelength within the emission bandwidth, λem+∆λ, and nS is the index
at the peak emission, since this is the match condition. Each wavelength then results in a
mismatch condition and a resultant associated position error. To obtain the total error, a
discrete numerical integration was applied over the emission wavelength range to find the
associated error due to wavelength mismatch:
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λem +∆λi

( J ( λ ) ε (λ ))
∑
λ
f

ε PD ,∆λ =

i

PD

em

λem +∆λ

∑
λ

J f ( λi )

2

i

(7)

em

where Jf(λ) is the light flux emission at wavelength λ , and εPD is evaluated at each
wavelength based on the index mismatch at the corresponding wavelength using Eqn. (6)
and the ray tracing method. First Eqn. (6) is utilized to find variation of mismatch versus
wavelength for a particular RIM liquid. This together with relationship obtained from ray
tracing connecting εPD to index mismatch gives εPD(λi). Similarly, for estimation Jf(λi)
equation (6) and ray tracing model was used. Estimation of Jf(λi) also requires
information about emission spectrum of fluorescent seed which can be obtained from
data sheet provided by manufacturer. Further details of how this was implemented are
explained in the Results section.

EXPERIMENTAL METHOD
Figure 4 shows the two experimental set-ups used for this study. Fig 4.a is the optical
arrangement used for determining the errors due to distortion and image degradation, εPD
and εID, respectively, as well as the degradation of the peak signal intensity, J, due to
index of refraction mismatch. These data are based on imaging a fixed grid of points
through a porous bed as shown. The porous bed was 40 mm x 40 mm in cross section
and 60 mm vertical. The bed was randomly packed using Pyrex® beads 6 mm in
diameter, the bed porosity was measured to be nominally 0.4. An aqueous solution of
ammonium thiocyanate (NH4SCN) was the liquid phase whose index of refraction was
varied by varying its concentration. The liquid phase refractive index was measured using
a refractometer (Atago co., Model: R5000), with resolution of 0.001, evaluated at the
sodium D line, 589.3 nm. To quantify position distortion errors a target of fixed grid
points was imaged through the porous media, shown in Fig. 4.a. The image target was an
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array of 250 µm diameter white dots imaged onto black paper arranged in a 6x7 array
with a center-to-center separation distance between dots of 3.175 mm, the center dot was
larger, 1 mm diameter, and used for measurements of the imaged light intensity and error
due to image degradation. The target was backlit using diffuse light from a Nd-YLF laser
at 527 nm (New Wave Research, Pegasus PIV). For the determination of distortion and
image degradation errors, a control condition was used consisting of the bed filled with
only the liquid phase for refractive index values ranging from 1.466 to 1.474. Errors are
then defined based on differences with the measured values in the control images.
Fig 4.b is the optical arrangement used to determine the detected seed number, NS, and
measured PIV velocity data errors, εPIV, versus index of refraction mismatch. To measure
seed number, a square cell filled with 10 µm polystyrene spheres was imaged through a
40 mm square porous bed packed with 6 mm beads. For PIV velocity measurement
errors, a square flow channel was viewed through the porous bed, using a vertical light
sheet passing through the center of the channel. The flow channel was 16 mm square and
the porous bed was 20 mm square. The bed had beads 6 mm in diameter and the porosity
was measured to be 0.47. The flow was seeded with 10 µm silver coated hollow glass
spheres. The fluid in the flow channel was 56% glycerin aqueous solution with a flow
channel Reynolds number of approximately 10 based on its hydraulic diameter. The
imaging system included a CMOS camera (Integrated Design Tools Inc., Model:
MotionPro™ X-3) fitted with an adjustable focusing lens (Nikon AF Micro-NIKKOR
60mm f/2.8D). The imaging of the target used a magnification of 0.66 and f/2.8, while
for the PIV measurements an f/11 setting with a magnification of 0.5 was used (23.84
µm/pixel).
As mentioned previously in the description of the experimental setup, the refractive index
of the liquid phase was measured at the sodium D line, 589.3 nm, which is designated
here as nD. The refractive index of the liquid, nD, was varied between 1.466 and 1.474 by
varying the concentration of the salt solution. However, the laser light sheet was at 527
nm, and a means is needed to evaluate the index mismatch at the measurement
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wavelength. It can be generally assumed that variations in concentration do not affect the
general shape of the functional relationship between n and λ, but only results in a uniform
shift in n over all wavelengths of interest, (Narrow et al. (2000)). Therefore, Eqn. (6) can
be used to express the index mismatch (nL-nS) at any reference wavelength, such as the
sodium D line, as:

nL − nS = nD − nD ,match

(8)

where nD,match is the corresponding matching condition between liquid and solid at the
reference wavelength. Consequently, the measured value of the right hand side of Eqn.
(8) is used to determine the liquid-solid index mismatch at the laser light sheet
wavelength.

RESULTS
The goal of this study is to quantify the distortion caused by even small mismatches in
index of refraction between the solid and liquid phases in porous media. Results are
organized to illustrate the errors in identifying the location of centroids of imaged light
sources, such as may occur from seed particles within the flow. The experimental results
are compared with those obtained using the ray tracing technique for imaging through a
randomly packed porous bed of spheres.

Error due to distortion, εPD
The error due to distortion, εPD, versus index mismatch, nL-nS, is shown in Fig. 5 on a
semi-log plot. The measure of distortion is based on the relative position of all of the 41
dots in the target image array. First, the position of the dot centers were determined for
the control image using a local threshold technique outlined by Feng et al. (2007) in each
of the 100 x 100 pixel interrogation windows centered about each dot. The displacement
errors of the image centers were estimated using the measured distance between all
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adjacent dots in the target array and comparing this to the control image value. The
resulting expressions for errors of x and y displacements become:

ε PD , x =

N m N n −1
1
∑ ∑ ( xm,n+1 − xm,n ) − ( xm,n+1 − xm,n )CTL
2 N m ( N n − 1) m=1 n=1

ε PD, y =

N n N m −1
1
∑ ∑ ( ym+1,n − ym,n ) − ( ym+1,n − ym,n )CTL
2 N n ( N m − 1) n =1 m=1

(

(

)

2

)

2

(9)

where the subscript CTL represents the control image. The total error is given by:

ε PD =

(ε

) + (ε
2

PD , x

PD , y

)

2

(10)

The expressions in Eqn. 9 have a factor ‘2’ in the denominator to account for the fact that
the experimental data were measured for relative displacements between two dots. Also,
the experimental data are given for both with and without refocusing the image after the
bed index has been changed. The error estimate for these data is 0.13 pixels. Numerical,
ray tracing results are given for two cases, one with the number of beads being the length
of the bed along the optical axis divided by the bead diameter, L/DB and the other taking
the length to be (1-ϕ) L/DB, where ϕ is the bed porosity. These results indicate that the
increase in error is nearly symmetric about the match condition and that the error
increases rapidly crossing 1 pixel at about a mismatch of 0.0001 (note that a log scale is
used).
The focusing adjustment for each index mismatch case results in increases of errors for
refractive index mismatches greater than approximately 0.002. Refocusing the camera
lens is expected to introduce discrepancy in magnification between a particular index
mismatch and the control case. This leads to higher errors than when keeping the camera
focus adjustment fixed. By including the porosity in the definition of the number of beads
along the optical axis in the model, there is improvement in the match with the
experimental data for larger mismatch values. It should be noted that beyond a mismatch
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of approximately 0.002, multiple images were observed for a single dot, making the error
estimates problematic. Lowe and Kutt (1992) have reported multiple images from a
single tracer seed particle for the simple case of imaging through a cylindrical tube. To
better show error trends, these same results are given in Fig. 5.b using a log-log plot
based on the magnitude of the mismatch, |nL-nS| along with the ray tracing results using
the porosity based determination of number of beads along the optical axis. A nearly
linear trend of εPD versus the magnitude of the mismatch, |nL-nS| is evident for these data.
It needs to be noted that to plot results in Fig. 5 it is necessary to determine an accurate
value for nL-nS. To do this Eqn. (8) was used by measuring nD,i for each refractive index
mismatch and using the symmetry shown in Fig. 5.a and the linearity shown in 5.b. That
is to say, for the given experimental conditions of bead diameter, bed optical axis length
and porosity, the error is taken to vary linearly with the absolute value of the index
mismatch. Based on this, the ratio of the index mismatch to the magnitude of the error is
a constant and consequently it can be shown, using the symmetry condition, that:

∑ε
=
∑ε

−1
PD ,i D ,i

nD,match

n

i

(11)

−1
PD ,i

i

where nD,i is the index of refraction of the liquid, measured using the refractometer at the
sodium D line wavelength and the summation is over values of liquid index used to
determine the magnitudes of the errors. Once nD,match is known then Eqn. (8) can be used
to find the mismatch, (nL-nS), for each value of nD,i. The value of nD,match for the set of
results given is shown at the top of Fig. 5.a.
To better understand the nature of the position distortion error for the randomly packed
bed a histogram versus displacement from the true value was constructed from the ray
tracing results. The results are shown in Fig. 6 for the case of NB = 6 and DB = 6 mm for
a range of index mismatch values. This result shows that the deviation from the true
position is symmetric about zero for the random bed, and the width of the deviation
increases with index mismatch.

Although these curves are not truly Gaussian (the
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kurtosis is close to 1.5, but the skewness is very close to zero) it is proposed to treat this
error as “random” when all errors are compiled to determine the total error for PIV
measurements.

Error due to seed image degradation, εID
The error associated with the image degradation caused by refractive index mismatch,

εID, was evaluated by direct measurement using the central image dot of the target array.
This was done in two steps, first the image edge was determined and then the intensity
distribution for the dot was found for a range of index mismatch values.

The edge

detection method outlined by Feng et al. (2007) was implemented in IMAGEJ software
using a 100x100 pixel area surrounding the dot, where the dot image size diameter was
nominally 62 pixels. The threshold used to define the extent of the dot was decreased to
its lowest value for a contiguous dot image. To find the center of mass, N number of
lines were constructed, equally spaced circumferentially, each passing through the
centroid of the image. The center of mass location along each line was determined and
compared with the control image value (viewing with no beads, only through the liquid
phase). The difference of the calculated centers, lm,i between the index mismatch images
viewed through the bed and the corresponding control image, lm.i,CTL, was calculated for
each line and the effective error in the intensity weighted centroid, in pixels, was
determined using:

ε ID =

3
62

1
N

N

∑ ( l ) − ( l )
i =1

m ,i

m ,i CTL




2

(12)

where N was equal to ten. The results for a range of refractive index mismatch values are
shown in Fig. 7, where the numerical error has been normalized for a dot size of three
pixels by multiplying the actual results by 3/62 as shown in Eqn. (12) (which is the ratio
of typical PIV seed image size to dot image size). This linear approximation relative to
seed size is used to estimate the magnitude of this error relative to other sources. The
dashed horizontal line in the figure represents the resolution limit based on +/- 0.5 pixels
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when constructing a line passing through the centroid. These normalized results show
that the error is on the order of the resolution limit, except when the index mismatch is
beyond approximately +/- 0.002, but even larger values of mismatch do not consistently
show large errors. It is concluded that in general, this error is much smaller than the
position error shown in Fig. 5.

Reduction of imaged light flux, J
The reduction in the peak light intensity detected at the image plane versus index
mismatch was evaluated using both the ray tracing method and direct measurement of the
center dot. The mean value of J computed from the ray tracing method used 100,000
bead configurations as discussed previously, for a bead diameter of 15 mm, 4 or 6 beads
along the optical axis, using a magnification of 0.66 and f number of 2.8 is reported. The
value of J was calculated using Eqn. (5) for each ray through the bed accounting for
refraction and reflection at each surface. For experimental determination of J, the light
within the center 30% of the total area of the control image was used to evaluate the
changes that occur in the signal flux of the image. This was done to exclude regions near
the image edge as mentioned previously. The ratio J/Jmatch is shown in Fig. 8 versus index
mismatch, where Jmatch is the intensity evaluated for the matched index condition which is
associated with no defocusing. The error estimate for these normalized data is 0.56. Also
shown are the results using ray tracing for only reflective losses (indicated as Itot). Two
effective bed lengths were used in the calculations, one is L/DB and the other accounts for
the bed porosity as (1-ϕ)L/DB, the later provides a fairly close match to the experimental
values. Notice that Itot is very near 1.0 which indicates that the loss due to pure reflection
is only a minor contribution. The major effect is defocusing, δz, as indicated in Eqn. (5),
resulting in a decrease of peak strength of approximately 25% (J/Jmatch ≈ 0.75) when

n L − n S > 0.002. In PIV applications this loss can be compensated for by increasing the
laser light intensity or increase the image system aperture.
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Generalized expression for εPD
In order to obtain a generalized result that would be useful for different bead sizes and
different bed sizes in predicting error versus index mismatch, the ray tracing procedure
was applied to a range of values for DB and NB. Based on the results shown in Fig. 5, the
position error is taken to be linear with index mismatch. As such, the ratio of error to
mismatch (in units of pixels/index of refraction) for magnification of 0.656, pixel size of
12 mm and a range of values for NB is given in Fig. 9.

For each bead size the results

shows an increasing error per mismatch with number of beads along the optical axis. A
least squares regression was done to fit all data, the result is:
 12 M 

 0.656 d r 

ε PD = nL − nS N B DB (16.57 N B + 77.50) 

(13)

where the last term in parentheses accounts for the magnification, M, and pixel size of the
camera, dr in microns, where, based on geometric optics the error is linearly proportional
to these imaging parameters. The relative curve fit error for Eqn. (13), which is based on
2448 simulation data points of εPD, is less than 5%. The expression is valid for |nL-nS|
from 0 to 0.005, NB from 2 to 24, and DB from 1 to 15mm. Based on results in Fig. 4 and
7 we can replace NB with (1-ϕ)L/DB, which is the effective bed length in number of beads
accounting for bed porosity, where L is in mm. So Eqn. (13) can be rewritten as:


ε PD = nL − nS (1 − ϕ ) L  303 (1 − ϕ )


 M 
L
+ 1417   
DB
  dr 

(14)

This expression gives an estimate of the position error in pixels caused by index
mismatch in a randomly packed porous bed of optical axis length L and bead diameter DB
accounting for imaging magnification and pixel size.

Image degradation and seed particle number reduction due to defocusing effect
The defocusing effect of index mismatch is shown in Fig. 8 to be the primary cause of
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light flux reduction, where the defocusing magnitude is given by δz. A histogram of the
magnitude of δz for a range of index mismatch values is given in Fig. 10 for 15 mm bead
diameter, 6 beads along the optical access using a magnification of 0.66 and f number of
2.8. This figure is organized to show the histogram distribution for a given mismatch,
(nL-nS), as well as the defocusing value for a given mismatch if the beads are all aligned
along the optical axis. As the mismatch increases the distribution broadens, with a larger
displacement of the peak value from the aligned defocused value. For example, for an
index mismatch of 0.005 the peak defocus value is at approximately 0.0055 m while the
value for aligned beads is 0.00475 m. The histogram is skewed since the lower bound is
very close to the aligned value, since for this case the rays pass through the center of the
beads.

Seed images will suffer severe aberration and generally not be detected if the

defocused distance is so great that it is equal to or greater than the depth of field of the
imaging system (Adrian and Westerweel, (2011)).
The bed defocusing due to index mismatch can result in loss of seed density, NS, affecting
the correlation strength in PIV data. To determine this effect the seed density was
measured for a range of mismatch values (nL-nS) by imaging 10 µm diameter
monodispersed polystyrene spheres suspended in water in a flow cell placed behind the
porous media bed, see Fig. 4.b. Representative zoomed in images for three values of (nLnS) and for the control image (only the liquid phase in the bed) are shown in Fig. 11.a.
There is an observed increase in background noise when comparing the control image to
the mismatch cases, as well as general degradation of seed images. Observed increase in
background noise is possibly due to light scattering at solid-liquid interface, impurities,
air bubbles if any present in porous bed. The histograms of the gray value intensities are
given in Fig. 11.b for the control case, the matched case of (nL-nS) = 0 and for (nL-nS) =
0.0026. For these data the camera gain was adjusted to be most sensitive to the lower
gray scale values in order to identify the characteristics of the noise. The lower gray
value region shows an approximately Gaussian distribution which is attributed to
background noise, see Westerweel (2000). The peak shifts towards higher gray values
for both the matched and mismatched case, with the latter two essentially identical
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(compare open and closed circles in the figure). Similar results were obtained for all of
the mismatch values studied having similar peaks and widths of the Guassian noise.
Consequently, it is concluded that image noise distribution is not affected by the
refractive index mismatch.

The deviation from the Gaussian distribution, towards the

high gray value portion of the curve, denotes the beginning of the particle signal intensity
influence, Westerweel (2000). For all of the mismatch cases this deviation occurs at
nearly the same location, shown with the arrow in Fig. 11.b, at a gray value of
approximately 100 for these data.

This location of deviation from the Gaussian

distribution is taken to be the threshold value for seed detection and used for subsequent
seed density, NS, estimation for all index mismatch cases, with results shown in Fig. 12.
The seed density is normalized by the density of the control image which is imaged
through the bed with only the liquid phase present. The error estimate for these data is
12.2% of the value. Numerical estimation of NS was done by using the ray tracing method
to find the ratio of the depth of focus to the defocus depth as obtained in Fig. 10, but for
NB of (1-ϕ)L/DB. The depth of focus, DOF, of the imaging system was calculated using,
Adrian and Westerweel, (2011) :
2

1 

DOF = 4 1 +  f # 2 λ
 M

(15)

Here M is the magnification of optical system, f# is the f-number setting equal to, f/Da,
and λ is the laser light wavelength. The depth of defocus was taken as +/- σdz from the
distribution curves depicting histograms of δz, as in Fig. 10, for each index mismatch
value.

The numerical results are shown to drop off sharply with increasing index

mismatch and then become essentially constant, beyond a mismatch value of
approximately 0.002.

These results are consistent with the experimentally obtained

values also shown in Fig.12. Obviously, the numerical results can be shifted by selecting
a different bandwidth for the defocus value, but the trends are the same, showing a rapid
drop off with increasing index mismatch. The loss of particle signal can be compensated
for in a PIV system by increasing the source seed density or by increasing the depth of
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focus of the imaging system, by increase the f number or reducing the magnification, as
shown in Eqn. (15).

Error due to distortion while imaging fluorescent seed particles, εPD,∆λ
To evaluate the particle position error associated with fluorescent emission bandwidth,
Eqn. (7) was used. First, Eqn. (5) and the emission spectrum for a specific fluorescent
dye was used to form the ratio of the light flux emitted by fluorescence at a wavelength
shifted, ∆λ, from the emission peak (∆λ = λ−λem) to that at the peak, Jf(∆λ)/Jf(∆λ=0).
Results of this flux ratio are shown in Fig. 13 for orange fluorescence (540/560), typically
used in PIV, whose emission spectrum is denoted as the curve em(∆λ). Results using
Eqn. (5) and the ray tracing method for two different magnifications, M, and two f
numbers are also shown, for the case of the liquid phase index is matched with the solid
phase at the peak emission wavelength. It is seen that the light flux ratio shifts towards
the emission spectrum for low magnification and high f number. This is because the
depth of field is increasing and the spreading due to out of focus effects is reduced. So,
in the limit of low M and high f number the emission spectrum curve can be used to
approximate the light flux ratio. As shown in the figure, this case yields the highest flux
value at a given wavelength and represents the case which yields the greatest error caused
by fluorescent emission.
The resultant position distortion error associated with each wavelength deviation from the
emission wavelength, based the flux ratio being equivalent to the emission curve, em(λ),
is shown in Fig. 14 for three different liquid phase fluids typically used in refractive
index matching studies: acrylic matching oil [Cargille-Sacher Laboratories Inc, Code
5032], glycerol (Rheims et al. (1997)), and sodium iodide solution, whose index of
refraction versus wavelength is given in Narrow et al. (2000). The error was obtained
using the cumulative error over the entire wavelength range of emission:
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λem +∆λi

( em ( λ ) ε ( λ ) )
∑
λ
i

ε PD , ∆λ =

PD

2

i

em

λem +∆λ

∑
λ

em ( λi )

(16)

em

In general this relationship can be calculated for any fluorescence emission curve using
the predicted position error available from Eqn. (14). By increasing the magnification
and lowering the f number the predicted error will decrease due to a lower value of Jf
(based on the results of Fig. 13) which reduces the contribution from mismatched
wavelengths based on Eqn. 7. These results show that beyond an emission spectrum
width of approximately 10 nm the position distortion error is above approximately 0.3
pixels. This error doesn’t seem to significantly vary with refractive index mismatch when
compared to the distribution of εPD in Fig. 5. This seems to indicate that the dominant
error for fluorescent seed detection is most probably from matching the refractive indices
accurately at the peak emission wavelength, rather than based on the emission spectrum.

Propagation of εPD to PIV velocity measurement error, εPIV
To illustrate, the application of the results obtained for error estimates a set of PIV
velocity measurements were taken in a square channel when viewed optically through a
porous bed with different values of index mismatch within the phases in the bed. The
experimental set up shown in Fig. 4.b was used to obtain these data. The interrogation
window size was 16 x 256 (the longer dimension along the flow direction) and the seed
density resulted in approximately 20 seed particles per interrogation window. The
maximum seed displacement was approximately 12.4 pixels. Data were obtained using a
standard cross correlation method. The image plane was through the center of the channel
with the x coordinate measured horizontally from the centerline. Results of y-component
velocity data are shown in Fig. 15 for a variety of conditions along with the analytical
solution of the velocity profile, see White (1991). Data labeled as “direct” were obtained
when the porous bed was removed, so imaging was directly into the flow channel. The
“liquid phase only” data were obtained with only the liquid phase present in the porous
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bed. The other three data sets are for different values of index mismatch, 0.0, 0.0016 and
0.0036. The direct PIV data very closely follows the analytical solution, while the liquid
only data and the matched index condition both show only slight deviations. Increasing
the mismatch between the solid and liquid phases increases the deviation from the
analytical solution.
To determine εPIV,y for the different cases the uncertainty associated with the liquid only
results were used as a baseline error upon which the position distortion error was added.
To justify this approach error estimates were made as follows. First the RMS variation
for the directly measured velocity profile was determined based on profiles obtained at
six different locations along the axis of the channel. This result is shown as case 1 in Fig.
16, and has the value 0.0049 (this is the pixel value normalized by the maximum
displacement).

Next, the RMS deviation from the analytical solution for the direct

measurement is shown as case 2 in Fig. 15; its value is essentially the same, 0.0052.
Third, measurements were made while looking only through the liquid phase, case 3,
which shows an increase to 0.0077. This value corresponds to the typically expected PIV
error of 0.1 pixels, by multiplying this number by the maximum displacement of 12.4
pixels is equal to 0.096. The rest of the cases shown are for increasing index mismatch.
The numerical predictions are shown for these cases as solid dots in the figure and were
obtained by summing the liquid only error with the error due to position distortion when
viewing through the porous media:

ε PIV , y = ε

2
PIV , Liquid


ε PD
+
 ∆y
 max 2 N s






2

(17)

where, as mentioned previously, the position distortion, as determined using Eqn. (14) as
a function of index mismatch, is assumed to act as a random error per seed particle, as
shown in Fig. 6, so it is divided by

N s in Eqn. (17) to account for the Ns number of

samples within an interrogation region contributing to the velocity measurement
(Meinhart et al. (1999)). Since these data are only for the y component of velocity
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(displacements only in y) there is a factor of 2 included in Eqn. (17) since εPD is
calculated for combined x and y displacements. As shown in Fig. 16, increasing the
index mismatch results in increased values of εPIV,y that are well predicted using Eqns.
(14) and (17). It should be noted that the good match of the predicted error with the
measured error could be rather fortuitous, because of the possible local variation of NS
contributing to the displacement correlation peak, and the variations of the local bed
porosity in this low aspect ratio (L/DB) porous bed. However, the results do show that
Eqn. 17 provides a good estimate for error in PIV measurements due to index
mismatched in a porous bed.

Laser light sheet distortion
The index mismatch can also have additional effects that influence PIV data uncertainties
and errors due to distortion especially when using fluorescent dye seed particles. For
instance, if index matching occurs at the excitation wavelength the emission spectrum
light will suffer distortion. If matching occurs at the peak emission wavelength then the
light sheet, which is at the excitation wavelength, will experience an index mismatch
condition corresponding to the relationship in Eqn. (6) for a particular fluid. An example
of the degree of distortion of a 0.5 mm thick light sheet through the porous bed used in
this study is given in Fig. 17 for three values of index mismatch between the liquid and
solid phases, 0.0, 0.0006 and 0.0016. These have corresponding wavelength differences,
using NaI to evaluate Eqn (6), of 0, 9 nm and 24 nm, for a bed index matched at 559 nm,
which is the peak emission wavelength for orange microspheres. Consequently, with a
typical excitation laser wavelength of 532 the resulting difference in wavelength is 27
nm, or an index mismatch of approximately 0.0018 in a NaI solution. As can be readily
seen in Fig. 17, the random nature of the bed packing results in wide local variations of
the light sheet. Consequently, the imaged seed particles may lie outside of the expected
object plane for different interrogation windows as well as within a given interrogation
window. The resultant errors in velocity vector location may be significant, as well as
variation in magnification and resultant seed density loss due to light intensity reduction.
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The understanding and evaluation of these errors are most likely very important but not
part of this study.

CONCLUSIONS
This paper studies the errors in determining particle center position due to distortion and
particle image degradation that occur as a function of mismatch of refractive index
between solid and liquid phases in porous media when imaging seed particles for velocity
measurements.

Index mismatch affects are quantified based on RMS errors due to

distortion or refraction effects, particle image degradation errors, reduction of particle
peak intensity and seed number density loss. Errors due to distortion are shown to be a
dominant effect whereas defocusing, caused by spherical beads in mismatched bed,
results in large decreases in light flux at the image plane. Ray tracing methods are
applied to a random bed to obtain estimates of error versus index mismatch which
accounts for bed length along the optical axis, bead diameter, image magnification and
pixel size. Predictions are shown to agree with experimental results. Use of fluorescent
dye in seed particles introduces additional mismatch potential due to the fact that index
matching is wavelength dependent. Matching at the emission wavelength can cause light
sheet distortion, while matching at the excitation wavelength causes image distortion.
Distortion errors in randomly packed bed were found to be random and can be applied as
such to PIV measurement errors based on central limit theorem.

NOMENCLATURE
CL

Constant, Eqn. (6)

dr

Pixel dimension

Da

Aperture diameter of the optical system

DB

Bead diameter

DS

Seed diameter
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em(λ)

Emission spectrum of fluorescence seed particle

f

Focal length

Itot

Total light transmittance of the bed (includes reflection losses only)

J

Light flux

Jf(λ)

Wavelength dependent light flux ( J f ( λ ) = em ( λ ) J ( λ ) )

lm
L

Distance of the intensity weighted centroid along the line from midpoint
of the line
Length of the bed along the optical axis

M

Magnification of the optical system

n

Refractive index at laser light wavelength of 527 nm

nD

Refractive index of the liquid phase at 589.3 nm

nD,match

Refractive index that matches the solid phase

nL

Refractive index of fluid phase

nm

Refractive index of the medium

nS

Refractive index of solid phase

NB

Number of beads within a specified viewing area

NR

Number of ray traces used

NS

Number density of seed particles per selected viewing area

PS

Bending power of a solid-liquid interface

RMS

Root mean square value

T

Transmittance at a solid-liquid interface

V

Velocity

Vmax

Maximum velocity

z

Coordinate along the optical axis

Greek

δZ

apparent displacement of particle from the best focus object plane when
viewed through index mismatched bed

∆λ

Bandwidth of detected light (nm)
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∆ymax

Maximum y-component seed displacement for PIV measurements (pixels)

εID

RMS error due to particle image degradation

εPD

RMS error in determination of particle position due to distortion

εPD,∆λ

Error in position determination due to emission wavelength mismatch

εPIV

RMS error in PIV measurements

θ

angle of light ray from the surface normal at a solid-liquid interface

λ

Wavelength of light

λem

Wavelength of light at the emission spectrum peak

φ

Bed porosity

Subscript
bed

Porous bed value

ctl

Control image

i

incident ray

L

Liquid phase

match

Condition of refractive index match

S

Solid phase

t

transmitted ray

x

for x-component

y

for y-component
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Figure 2: Illustration of light ray path through a randomly packed porous bed; the imaged
position error, εPD,y, is shown on the right and the equivalent error on the object plane on
the left. In ray tracing the beads were given random x,y positions over a range of +/DB/2for each trace

Figure 3: Convergence of the ray tracing procedure is shown for a range of index
mismatch values; the case of N=100,000 is shown as a continuous line and values for
N=10,000 have a relative deviation of less than 2% from the N=100,000 values
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(a)

(b)
Figure 4: Optical arrangements used for (a) determination of distortion and image
degradation errors when viewing through the porous bed and (b) measurement of seed
number density and velocity using PIV in a square channel while viewing through the
porous bed
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(a)

(b)
Figure 5: RMS position distortion, εPD, versus index mismatch; experimental data are for
M = 0.66 and L = 40 mm; (a) semi-log plot for non-refocused images given as the solid
squares and refocused images shown as the open circles, ray tracing data uses either L/DB
or (1-ϕ)L/DB as the effective number of beads along the optical axis, the value of nD,match
is given at the top of the figure; (b) results on a log-log scale indicating a nearly linear
relationship for both the experimental and ray tracing results
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Figure 6: Histogram of the position distortion using ray tracing technique for a range of
index mismatch values

Figure 7: RMS error due to particle image degradation, εID, versus refraction index
mismatch experimentally determined by finding the centroid displacement based on the
imaged dot intensity distribution, Eqn. (12) for a 3 pixel seed image size
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Figure 8: Light flux from a target dot measured at the image plane, normalized by the
value when the refractive indices are matched, versus refractive index mismatch;
symbols are measured data, lines with symbols are numerical results: Jref is the value
for only pure reflection, (L/DB) uses Eqn. (5) assuming L/DB beads along the optical
axis and ((1-φ) L/DB) uses Eqn. (5) with (1-φ) L/DB beads along the optical axis

Figure 9: Ray tracing results of εPD versus index mismatch and number of beads in the
bed, NB, for a range of bead diameters, DB; results are plotted divided by the value of
index mismatch and are used to arrive at the generalized Eqn. (14)
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Figure 10: Histogram of the defocused value, dZ, for a range of index mismatch values
using the ray tracing procedure for 15 mm diameter beads, 6 beads along the optical axis,
magnification of 0.66 and f number of 2.8; vertical lines are the defocused values, dZ,
when all beads are aligned along the optical axis
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(a)

(b)
Figure 11: Seed image data while viewing through the porous bed, (a) zoomed in image
fractions for the control case and three values of index mismatch and (b) histograms of
gray pixel values for the control (liquid only) and two values of (nL-nS)
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Figure 12: Seed number density normalized by the control image seed number density
versus index mismatch for the experimental and numerical results

Figure 13: Ray tracing results of light flux versus wavelength difference from the
emission wavelength for a fluorescent dye, normalized by the light flux at the emission
wavelength, for a range of magnification values and f numbers; also shown is the
emission spectrum, em(∆λ), for orange fluorescence microspheres (540/560)
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Figure 14: RMS error estimate for fluorescent seed detection, εPD,∆λ, versus wavelength
bandwidth of the detected light for index matching at the peak emission for orange
fluorescent microspheres (540/560) for three different fluids using Eqn. (16)

Figure 15: PIV measurements of flow in a square flow channel when viewing the channel
directly or through a porous bed, see Fig 3.b, filled with either just liquid phases or liquid
and solid phase (6 mm diameter spheres with porosity of 0.47 and bed width of 20 mm),
with different index mismatch values
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(b)
Figure 16: Error estimates for the PIV each of the measurements shown in Fig. 14 as well
as numerical ray trace results for different index mismatch values using Eqn. (17)

Figure 17: Images of laser light sheet distortion when travelling through an index
mismatched porous bed for λ = 527 nm using these index mismatch values
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ABSTRACT
Low aspect ratio randomly packed porous beds have engineering applications such as
catalytic reactors, combustors and heat exchangers. The nature of the random packing
within the bed and the influence of the near wall region are expected to affect the velocity
field and consequently the statistical characteristics of the flow.

Planar PIV

measurements were taken using refractive index matching at discrete locations
throughout the bed for steady, low pore Reynolds number flows, Repore ~ 4. Details of
the measurement uncertainties as well as methods to determine local magnification and
determination of the dynamic velocity range are presented. The data are analyzed using
the PIV correlation averaging method with the largest velocity uncertainties arising from
in plane image loss and out of plane motion. Results show the correspondence with the
geometric and velocity correlation functions across the bed, and that the centerline of the
bed shows a random-like distribution of velocity with an integral length scale on the
order of one hydraulic diameter (or 0.38 bead diameters based on the porosity for this
bed). The velocity variance is shown to increase by a factor of 1.8 when comparing the
center plane data versus using data across the entire bed. It is shown that the large
velocity range contributes strongly to increased dispersion estimates and that based on the
center plane data of the variance and integral length scales the dispersion coefficient
matches well with that measured in high aspect ratio beds using global data.

Introduction
Flows in porous media are encountered in many engineering applications such as heat
exchangers, catalytic reactors, combustors, filtration systems, as well as in the natural
environment such as in groundwater, flows in petroleum and geothermal reservoirs and
the many fluid flows in body tissues. Bear (1988) and Scheidegger (1974) provide the
basic relationships and parameters of these flows. The structure and general
characteristics have been studied both experimentally and numerically. Because of the
issues associated with the complex geometry, several nonintrusive experimental
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techniques have been used such as (i) PIV (Northrup et al. (1993), Saleh et al. (1992)),
(ii) PTV (Huang et al. (2008), Lachhab et al. (2008), Moroni and Cushman (2001),
Peurrung et al. (1995), Stephenson and Stewart (1986)), (iii) LDA (Johnston et al. (1975),
Yarlagadda and Yoganathan (1989)), (iv) NMR (Elkins and Alley (2007), Ren et al.
(2005), Ogawa et al. (2001), Sederman et al. (1998), Suekane et al. (2003)) and (v) PET
(Khalili et al. (1998)). Different numerical techniques have also been used including
direct numerical simulation of the Navier-Stokes equations (Magnico (2003), Gunjal et
al. (2005), Jiang and Gong (2006), Augier et al. (2010)) and Lattice Boltzmann methods
(Freund et al. (2005), Maier et al. (1998)).
Although much attention has been given to relative wide test sections, porous beds with
low aspect ratios (width to bead diameter, L/DB) have found applications in commercial
and laboratory scale chemical reactors. Near-wall regions exhibit variations in void
fraction compared with the center of the bed up to a distance of 3 to 4 bead diameters
away from the wall (Scott (1962)). Consequently, the global transport properties of low
aspect ratio beds may differ when compared with high aspect ratio beds. In general, the
understanding of the transport process and dispersion properties of porous beds is
important in the development, designs and control of chemical reactors (Andrigo et al.
2000, Eigenberger 1992).
Dispersion within randomly packed porous media flows has been theoretically analyzed
in depth by Koch and Brady (1985, 1987) and Saffman (1959, 1960). Three principal
physical mechanisms causing dispersion within randomly packed, non-penetrable
particles have been identified. Mechanical dispersion arises from velocity field variations
due to the random pore arrangement and is found to scale linearly with Peclet number,
PeM. Near-zero velocity regions, such as close to solid-liquid interfaces, give rise to
dispersion which scales with PeM ln(PeM). Regions of closed streamlines, such as a
recirculation region, results in dispersion which scales as PeM2. Experimental results,
reviewed in Delgado (2007), show that for PeM > 5, the effective dispersion coefficient
scales as PeM1.2 indicating mechanical dispersion playing a dominant role. However, for
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PeM > 300, dispersion may be purely mechanical with the experimentally determined
dispersion coefficient scaling with PeM (Sahimi (1995), De Marsily (1986)).
Since mechanical dispersion is principally due to the stochastic variation of velocity
within the flow field, an estimate of the longitudinal dispersion in the mechanical
dispersion regime is possible by examining the statistics of the Langrangian velocity, VL.
For a steady flow let the longitudinal Lagrangian velocity of an ideal tracer, be VL(X, Y,
Z, t), with a tracer position at time t of (X, Y, Z) which is a function of the velocity
experienced by the tracer. If VL is a statistically stationary variable, with tracer mean VL
and Y represents a coordinate along the mean flow direction with a spatial mean of Y then

(Y − Y ) has a Gaussian probability distribution in the asymptotic limit and its variance is
given by (Taylor 1921, Tennekes and Lumley (1972)):

(Y − Y )

2

(

)

2

≅ 2 VL − VL t Τ L, y ≅ 2 DL , Mecht

(1)

where DL,Mech is the longitudinal dispersion coefficient due to fluid advection alone, TL,y

(

represents the Lagrangian integral time scale in the Y direction and VL − VL

)

2

is the

Lagrangian velocity variance.
Experimental data on longitudinal dispersion obtained for randomly packed beds was
compiled by Fried and Combarnous (1971) and further analyzed by Sahimi (1995) to
suggest an empirical correlation, for PeM > 300, of form:

DL 1
= + (1.8 ± 0.4 ) PeM
DM τ

(2)

where DM is the molecular diffusion coefficient and τ is the bed tortuosity. Theoretically,
Koch and Brady (1985) have predicted the contribution to longitudinal dispersion due to
fluid advection (mechanical component) to be:
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DL , Mech
DM

3 Pe
=  M  = 0.375PeM
2
4

(3)

One way to characterize the stochastic variation of velocity within a porous bed, which is
thought to give rise to mechanical dispersion, is through longitudinal and transverse
velocity distribution histograms, or PDFs. Maier et al. (1998) performed simulations of
porous media flow using the Lattice Boltzmann method to show that the longitudinal
velocity distribution has a peak at zero. They also present a simple qualitative model for
the expected longitudinal velocity distribution for flow through a randomly packed bed
by extending results of the longitudinal velocity distribution for flow over a single
isolated sphere and show a peak at V = 0. Negative contributions to the longitudinal
velocity distribution come from recirculation regions, if present in a porous bed. Previous
experimental work (Lebon et al (1996), Rashidi et al (1996)) have shown that the
longitudinal velocity distribution does indeed peak at V = 0 and decays monotonically
with increasing axial velocity. However, there have been experimental studies where a
peak at zero velocity was not observed. More recent works (Moroni et al (2001), Huang
et al (2008) and Lachhab et al (2008)), using PTV techniques, report results of a peak
away from zero near the average pore velocity. As suggested by Moroni et al (2001) and
Huang et al (2008), under sampling in regions close to the solid-liquid interfaces when
using PTV techniques would lead to a peak shifted away from zero velocity.
In general, the application of nonintrusive particle displacement techniques like PIV and
PTV to porous media flows present challenges since imaging of particles has to be
performed through multiple solid-liquid interfaces. Refractive index matching of the
liquid phase with solid phase is required to eliminate refraction and reflection effects at
interfaces. However a perfect match is not possible due to uncertainties in refractive
index values and slight changes say in temperature or other conditions.

Light ray

refractions at solid-liquid interfaces result in errors in the estimation of particle centers or
PIV correlation peak locations. Patil and Liburdy (2012) show that error estimates versus
index mismatching in a randomly packed bed result in particle image degradation,
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reduction in particle peak intensity, reduction of the detected particle density and
degradation of image contrast. In addition, they illustrate the effect of index mismatch
when using fluorescence seed particles due to variations in illumination and imaged
wavelength of light.
Additional issues associated with planar measurements may result in increased
measurement uncertainties due to the strong three dimensional flow characteristics within
porous beds. Planar measurement techniques, such as a light sheet for illumination of
seed particles, may increase the susceptibility of error of the planar velocity components
caused by strong out-of-plane motion (Raffel et al. (2007), Adrian and Westerweel
(2010)). The out-of-plane motion of seed particles can also lead to loss of particle image
pairs such that the correlation peak signal strength diminishes, resulting in increased
number of outliers. Another issue inherent in flow through random bead packing is the
highly tortuous flow path which produces wide variation in length and velocity scales.
Capturing these scales accurately requires proper selection of spatial resolution. Poor
spatial resolution can result in significant variation of particle displacements within an
interrogation region, both in-plane and out-of-plane, resulting in velocity measurement
errors (Westerweel (2008), Adrain and Westerweel (2010), Raffel et al (2007)). If velocity
gradients are high very near solid-liquid interfaces the displacement gradient error can be
expected to affect the shape of the longitudinal velocity distribution near its peak. Inplane displacements can be partially compensated by means of local image deformation
techniques (Huang et al (1993), Tokumaru and Dimotakis (1995), Fincham and Delerce
(2000), Scarano (2002)).
Since PIV is a seed displacement measurement technique, errors in estimating the
magnification of the imaging system linearly increase errors in estimating velocity fields.
Generally, magnification is estimated by introducing a calibration target in the object
domain (Adrian and Westerweel (2010)). Doing so in a porous bed is impractical.
Moreover, the technique is susceptible to alignment errors, called image disparity, in the
target and measurement planes, (Adrian and Westerweel (2010), Wieneke (2005)). In the
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case of a refractive index matched porous bed, additional discrepancy could come from
slight variations in refractive index of the liquid phase, or if wavelength differences exist
in the illumination light source used for calibration versus actual measurement
procedures.
This study presents detailed PIV velocity data in a porous media flow for steady flow
conditions using refractive index matching PIV. Detailed discussion is given for the
measurement errors. To help minimize errors, an in-situ technique is introduced to
estimate local magnification within a porous bed. The estimates of perspective error and
bias error due to displacement gradients are computed from measured velocity vector
fields. The effects of perspective error, displacement gradient error, spatial resolution,
field of view and out-of-plane motion on the measureable dynamic velocity range and
spatial resolution range are discussed. A general expression for achieving maximum
dynamic velocity range and field of view is suggested. Velocity vector fields as well as
longitudinal and transverse velocity distributions obtained at different locations in the bed
are presented. The results are evaluated to determine dispersion characteristics in the bed
with an empirically determined expression for longitudinal dispersion for low Repore
conditions in a randomly packed bed of uniform size spheres.

Experimental Set-Up
The experimental set up used for the PIV measurements in this study is shown in Fig. 18,
which includes the basic flow loop and a more detailed illustration of the flow through
the test section. The square flow cell in the test section is made from Pyrex® (70 mm x 70
mm x 90 mm long) and was randomly filled with 15 mm Pyrex® diameter beads, which
results in a bed with a low aspect ratio (width to bead diameter ratio) of 4.67. Flow
enters the test section through a plenum with inside cross sectional dimensions of 70 mm
x 70 mm, matching that of the porous bed, and 30 mm long. At the exit, the flow enters a
round plenum of 110 mm diameter, and length of 220 through a square to circular
transition. There is a perforated plate supporting the bead packing which is 1.5 mm thick
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with holes of 5 mm diameter arranged in a honeycomb fashion with 6 mm center to
center spacing.
The test section is mounted on a two directional transverse stage (Parker Hannifin
Corporation, Model: 4454) used to interrogate different planes within the bed without
moving the light sheet relative to the camera imaging plane. The overall bed porosity, φ,
was determined by direct volume measurements to be 0.44. An aqueous solution of
ammonium thiocyanate (NH4SCN) was used for the liquid phase whose index of
refraction was adjusted by varying its concentration. The liquid refractive index was
measured using a refractometer (Atago co., Model: R5000). A detailed study was
undertaken to better understand the effect of refractive index mismatch on particle
detection, and the resultant errors in PIV measurements (Patil and Liburdy (2012)).
Based on this, the difference of the index of refraction between the solid and liquid
phases was kept below 0.0005. The resultant uncertainty in velocity measurement due to
this index mismatch is discussed in the Uncertainty Analysis section. The viscosity of the
liquid phase was measured (using VISCOlab 450, Cambridge Viscosity) to be 1.44 cP
and the density was 1.118 g/ml. The fluid phase was seeded with silver coated hollow
glass microspheres with nominal size of 18±2 µm and a density of 1.3 g/cm3.
Most results are presented for a pore Reynolds number, Repore , of 3.77, based on the
porous bed hydraulic diameter, DH =2φDB/3(1−φ), and the bed average interstitial pore
velocity, Vint = VDarcy/φ, where VDarcy= Q/Abed, with Q being the volumetric flow rate and
Abed the total cross sectional area of the bed. Planar slices of two component velocity
data were taken at six different locations, at approximate spacing of 0.6DB, over the range
of ±1.6DB from the bed midplane. This results in a measurement plane closest to the bed
wall of 0.75DB from the wall. Any closer to the walls was not possible due to curved fillet
edges on each corner of the flow cell.
The imaging system was based on pulsed lighting from a Nd-YLF laser at a wavelength
of 527 nm (New Wave Research, Pegasus PIV) and a CMOS camera (Integrated Design
Tools Inc., model MotionPro™ X-3) fitted with an adjustable focusing lens (Nikon AF
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Micro-NIKKOR 60mm f/2.8D). All data were collected using an f-number setting of 8.
Different planes within the bed were accessed by moving the test bed (rather than the
imaging system). Consequently, the optical path length within the bed varied for each
measurement plane. The resultant variation of the magnification along the optical axis
was from 0.264 to 0.290, with magnification of 0.277 at the bed centerplane.
The subregion interrogation window was 32x32 pixels, which, when using 50% overlap,
results in a velocity vector spacing of 0.688 mm, equivalent to 21.8 vectors per bead
diameter for measurements taken at the bed centerplane. The seed image density was
approximately five for all data. To estimate the seed image size, dτ, the autocorrelation
of a typical image was performed and a histogram of the correlation peak width, as
shown in Figure 19.c, was used to determine the size distribution. These results indicate
a peak width of 3.2 pixels which corresponds to a seed size, dτ, of approximately 2.3

(

pixels = 3.2

)

2 , which helps to assure no peak locking adding error to the results,

(Raffel et al (2007), Adrian and Westerweel (2011)). This is further verified in Figure
19.d, by the histogram of measured seed displacements.
A framing rate of 12 Hz with a total of 1000 images was used for each velocity field
determination. These images were then used to form 999 pairs of images. To allow the
use of a relatively low seed density, and to reduce out-of-plane loss of image pairs, a
correlation averaging method (Delnoij et al (1999), Meinhart et al (2000)) was performed
on all image pairs to determine seed particle position displacements.

Typically 17

vectors out of 2158 (or 0.8%) were rejected as outliers based on a correlation peak height
ratio of 1.19 and a moving average validation scheme.

Magnification
Determination of the imaging system magnification is important since tracer seed
displacements in the fluid phase are obtained by dividing the measured seed
displacements in the image plane by the magnification of the optical system. To minimize
bias errors due to errors in the magnification within various planes in the porous bed an
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in-situ method was used to determine the local magnification. The following procedure
is useful under the conditions that the porous bed is a distribution of solid phase spherical
beads of known uniform diameter DB.
The ratio of imaged bead diameters at two planes normal to the optical axis that pass
through a given bead that are separated by a small distance (|Z1-Z2|) along the optical axis
are denoted as d1 and d2, and their ratio is given as:
2
d1 M1 D1 M1 DB − ( DB − 2Z1 )
=
=
d 2 M 2 D2 M D 2 − ( D − 2Z ) 2
2
2
B
B
2

(4)

where M1 and M2 are local magnifications, D1 and D2 are sectional diameters of beads
imaged at Z1 and Z2 respectively, see Fig. 20. For small distances, (Z2-Z1), such that M1
is close to M2, then the ratio of imaged diameters, d1/d2, becomes a function of DB, Z1 and
(Z2-Z1). If DB and (Z2-Z1) are known and d1/d2 is measured, then Eqn. (4) can be used to
determine Z1. The magnification, M1, associated with an object plane at Z1 can then be
expressed as:
M1 =

d1
DB2 − ( DB − 2Z1 )

2

(5)

Consequently, the variation of magnification along the optical axis through the porous
bed can be determined by taking image pairs at small separation distances along Z. In a
randomly packed bed each image plane will have a number of bead images each with
their value of d1, and corresponding value of d2 after displacing the object plane. In this
study the object plane for each bead diameter measurement is defined by the laser light
sheet position and displacements of 1 mm were used. A thin glare is imaged at the
location of the solid/fluid interfaces, as shown in Fig. 21. To determine the diameter of
each imaged circle, d, the observed interface was fitted with a circular selection tool in
ImageJ software. A value of the local magnification was determined based on each bead
seen in an image and was then averaged over all bead images in that plane to obtain the
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magnification for that particular object plane. Shown in Fig. 22 are variations of the
magnification over seven trials with different random packing, all at the same position
along the optical axis. The standard deviation among trials using the average value for
each case is 0.001.
Although this method requires spherical beads of known size in the porous bed, the
inherent value of in-situ determination of magnification for porous bed measurements
includes the following: (i) there is no need to insert a known target into the bed (if this is
even possible), (ii) the method eliminates errors due to alignment differences between the
laser light sheet and the target location as well as differences that may occur in the
camera settings between calibration and data collection, (iii) variations of index of
refraction between the calibration process and actual data collection are eliminated, and
(iv) discrepancies caused by differences of the light source wavelength between
calibration and data collection are removed.

Spatial resolution
The required spatial resolution of velocity vector data is affected by the allowable
displacement gradient (in-plane or out-of-plane) in the interrogation region. For reliable
measurements, the maximum variation of pixel displacement, given by amax, measured
within an interrogation window, DI,i , or the laser sheet effective thickness, tlaser,i , should
be less than two thirds of the seed image size, dτ (Westerweel (2008), Adrian and
Westerweel (2010)), that is:
amax 2
≤
dτ
3

(6)

For a maximum pixel displacement of ∆ymax, the maximum displacement gradient in a
 ∆y
given pore space will be on the order of  max
 D
 H ,i

So Equation (6) can be rewritten as


 , where DH,i is the hydraulic diameter.
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amax
≈
dτ

∆ymax
li
DH ,i
dτ

≤

2
3

(7)

where li is the larger of DI or tlaser, and length units are measured in pixels. Conversion
of length scale in meters to that in pixels is obtained by using the multiplying factor,

M 
  , where M is magnification and dr is the pixel size in meters. DH,i for randomly
 dr 
closed sphere packing with a porosity of 0.36 is approximately 0.375DB,i which results in
the above criteria to be:

DB ,i
li

≥4

∆ymax
dτ

(8)

Typical PIV experiments are performed with a seed image size, dτ, of at least two pixels
to minimize peak locking errors and random errors (Adrian and Westerweel (2010). For

∆ymax equal to 4 pixels, Eqn. 8 indicates that the non-dimensional ratio of DB/DI or DB
/tlaser should be more than 8 for reliable velocity measurements. In the current
experiments the following values were used: ∆ymax ≈ 4 pixels, dτ ≈ 2.3 pixels, DB/DI ≈ 10
and DB /tlaser ≈ 30. Consequently, the condition given by Equation (8) was satisfied.

Dynamic velocity range:
The potential for loss of particle image pairs due to in-plane motion or out-of-plane
motion restricts the separation time between PIV image pairs. In-plane loss of particle
image pairs can be minimized by using advanced interrogation techniques like a
multigrid-multipass adaptive correlation scheme. If the one-quarter rule (Adrian and
Westerweel (2010)) is to be satisfied for limiting signal loss due to out-of-plane motion
then the limitation on out of plane motion, ∆zmax , becomes

∆zmax 1
≤
tlaser ,i 4

(9)
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If it is assumed that transverse components (x and z directions) are statistically similar
and the maximum transverse displacement within the porous bed is related to the
maximum streamwise, or longitudinal, velocity component through a parameter β, then
the out of plane motion restriction can be written in terms of the measured displacement,

∆ymax , as:
∆ymax ≤

tlaser ,i
4β

(10)

The value of β is estimated by taking the ratio of the standard deviation of the transverse,
x-component, velocity to the longitudinal, y-component, velocity. For data in this study,
this ratio was found to be approximately 0.6. Equation (10) can be evaluated by
expressing the laser light sheet, tlaser,o, in mm and using β=0.6 to be:

M
t
∆ymax ≤ 0.4 ×103  laser ,o 
 dr 

(11)

where dr is the camera pixel size in microns. Consequently, increasing the laser light
sheet thickness provides a means to increase the dynamic range, provided that the
displacement gradient restriction given in Eqn. (8) is satisfied. The following values were
used in this study: ∆ymax ≈ 4 pixels, dr ≈ 12 µm, M ≈ 0.277 and tlaser,o ≈ 0.5 mm and
therefore the condition given by Eqn. (11) was met. The dynamic velocity range for

 ∆y 
these data,  max  was approximately 100. A method to increase the dynamic velocity
 σ rms 
range is to increase ∆ymax by increasing the separation time between image pairs. The
resultant vector field map obtained after increasing ∆t by a factor of two (from 0.0833 s
to 0.167 s) is shown in Figure 23. For this condition, the constraint given by Eqn. (11) is
no longer satisfied, where ∆ymax was 8 pixels and the right hand side of Eqn. (11) was
4.62. The resultant losses of the PIV signal in some regions of the vector map are clearly
seen and are attributed to the increased out-of-plane displacement.
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Uncertainty Estimation
Beyond the typically encountered errors in PIV, three main error sources are identified as
further contributing to uncertainty in porous media flow PIV measurements. First is the
uncertainty in magnification in obtaining data at various locations across the bed, second
is the effect of mismatch in refractive indices between the solid and liquid phases and the
third is the effect of a tortuous, highly three dimensional flow field inherent in a porous
bed. In-situ methods to estimate these errors for the vector field shown in Fig. 19b are
presented. Error analysis is done for seed displacement measurements in the image plane.
For the conditions studied the maximum seed displacement measured in the longitudinal
direction, ∆ymax, is 3.56 pixels and in the transverse direction, ∆xmax, is 1.25 pixels.
Error in the estimation of magnification translates linearly into errors in seed
displacement measurements in the image plane. Figure 22 shows that using the in-situ
method described previously for the magnification estimation gives a relative RMS error,

σmag, of 0.4%. The errors in seed displacement measurement, σ∆y,mag and σ∆x,mag, due to
error in magnification are 0.014 and 0.005 pixels, respectively.
Mismatches in refractive indices between the liquid and solid phases leads to random
error, σR, in determining seed displacements due to ray refraction at interfaces through
the bed. Also, it causes seed image degradation, reduction in detected seed intensity and
decrease in image contrast (Patil and Liburdy (2012)) which are known to affect overall
errors (Adrian and Westerweel (2010), Raffel et al. (2007)). The error due to refraction
caused by refractive index mismatch between the solid and liquid phases, σR, can be
estimated using an expression developed by Patil and Liburdy (2012) which is based on a
ray tracing method for errors in the transverse, x , and longitudinal directions, y,
separately. Their results were verified with experimental data based on imaging through
a randomly packed bed of length L along the optical axis, spherical bead size DB, porosity

φ, with an index mismatch of (nL-nS) and is expressed as:
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σ R ,∆x = σ R ,∆y


 M 
L
nL − nS (1 − φ ) L  303 (1 − φ )
+ 1417  
DB

 d r 
=
2 FI FO N I

(12)

where FI and FO are in-plane and out-of-plane loss of image pairs and NI is the seed
particle number density (particles per interrogation region). In the current test bed, φ =
0.44, DB = 15 mm, L = 35 mm for images taken at the bed midplane, and the seed density
is approximately 5. Since the data analysis used to determine the cross correlation peak
is based on a correlation averaging technique using 999 pairs of images, using a seed
density per subregion per image of 5 results in NI equal to 4995. Assuming no loss of
particle image pairs, σR,∆x and σR,∆y are estimated to be in the order of 10-4 which is
negligible compared to other errors sources.
The overall bias and random (or rms) errors were obtained by taking a typical image and
shifting the image a fixed number of pixels, ∆xtrue, and then determining the distribution
of measured pixel displacements over the entire image. One thousand single frame
images were paired with shifted images and the correlation averaging technique was
applied. The bias error is the average deviation of the measured displacement of each
seed image from the known deviation. The rms error is the variance of the histogram of
measured displacements. A typical histogram for a two pixel displacement in the crossstream direction, x, is shown in Fig. 24.a. A plot of both the bias and random errors
versus image displacement, up to eight pixels, is given in Fig. 24.b. Following the results
of Westerweel (1997) a linear trend is applied between zero and 0.5 pixels, indicating
zero error at zero displacement. These results indicate that the bias error which is
expected to be negative due to in-plane image loss (Adrian and Westerweel (2010)) is
0.06 pixels and the random error is 0.037 pixels.
Porous media flows are highly three dimensional flows with significant out-of-plane
motion which may corrupt in-plane measurements through perspective projection effects
(Raffel et al (2007), Adrian and Westerweel (2010)). This error is due to the variation of
magnification, within the laser light sheet along the optical path and can be estimated if
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the nominal distances of the image plane and object plane from the lens center are
known. Following Prasad and Adrian (1993) an expression for the local perspective
error, εp, for the optical arrangement shown in Fig. 25 were obtained as follows. Suppose
a seed particle is present at the center of laser light sheet with initial position (X, Y, 0) and
is displaced to (X+∆X, Y+∆Y, -∆Z). The local perceptive error in the x-displacement,

εp,∆X, due to particle displacement of ∆Z towards the image plane will be

ε p , ∆X =

M f ( X + ∆X ) − M i ( X )
Mi

− ∆X

where Mi and Mf are the magnifications at the

(13)
initial and final particle positions.

Rewriting Eqn. (13) in terms of nominal object distance, So, and image distances, si gives

ε p ,∆X



si

∆Z

 So − n
L
=



s 
 ( X + ∆X ) −  i  ( X )


 So 

∆Z  X + ∆X


− ∆X =
nL  S − ∆Z
 si 
 o n
 

L
 So 








(14)

where the refractive index of fluid phase, nL, is included to account for refraction at the
bed wall.
The above expression shows that the perspective error contribution increases away from
the optic axis as deviation of interrogation window center from optic axis, X, increases.
For the current study So is on the order of 100 mm while ∆Z is less than 1 mm, which
allows simplifying Eqn. (14) to

ε p , ∆X =

∆Z  X 
 
nL  So 

Rewriting Eqn. (15) to give the perspective error in pixels gives

(15)
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ε p ,∆x =

∆z  X 
 
nL  So 

(16)

where ∆z is the out-of plane displacement at the interrogation region center, in pixels. To
evaluate this expression estimation of So and ∆z are required.
Different laser light positions in the bed there result in changes of the object distance, So,
as well as the local magnification, M, which can be expressed as:

M=

si
si
=
So d o − c1d f

(17)

where So is expressed in terms of the physical distance of the object plane from the lens
center, do and the inner bed wall, df, and c1 is a constant for a given optical arrangement
depending on the refractive index of the fluid. For low magnification it can be generally
assumed that changes in the lens center position are not significant, i.e. the image
distance, si, is constant. The image distance was independently measured by moving a
target of a dot array by increments of 5 mm and measuring the change in magnification,
which for the current set up was found to be si = 55 mm. The variation of magnification
at different planes within the bed associated with changes of df was measured at five
different locations. This was fitted to Eqn. (17) to estimate an expression for the nominal
object distance for different locations in the bed, as shown in Fig. 26. Based on the
condition that the transverse motions in the x and z directions are statistically similar in
the test bed, a conservative estimate of the out of plane motion, ∆z, is taken as the
maximum x displacement that was measured (∆xmax = 1.25 pixels). Substituting
expressions for So (see Fig. 9) and ∆xmax for ∆z in Eqn. (16) gives the x and y
displacement errors:

ε p ,∆x =

∆xmax
nL


X

 212.35 − 0.3975d f





(18a)
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ε p ,∆y =

∆xmax
nL


Y

 212.35 − 0.3975d f





(18b)

Noting that along the optical axis (X = 0, Y = 0), the perspective error is identically zero
and increases towards the edges of the field of view (X = 26.86 mm, Y = 21.35 mm), the
resultant RMS error for the full field of view was calculated to be 0.062 pixels and 0.056
pixels for the x and y directions, respectively.
The wide range of velocity and length scales typically occurring in porous media flows
can result in significant local velocity gradients within the plane of the interrogation
window or across the light sheet thickness. The resultant measurement error associated
with the detected velocity within a subregion is the displacement gradient error, εDG,
which leads to a local bias error. The two-thirds rule previously mentioned (Adrian and
Westerweel (2010), Raffel et al (2007)) when satisfied indicates that the effects of
displacement gradients on PIV measurements can be neglected. To estimate maximum
displacement variation, amax, for a given vector field, the magnitudes of five of the
components of the velocity gradient tensor were determined. These components included
direct estimates of the four in-plane velocity component derivatives in the image plane
using central differencing, and the one out-of-plane velocity component derivative along
the optical axis that was determined using the divergence free condition. These
derivatives were then used to construct the histograms shown in Fig. 27a. Since this flow
is highly three dimensional it is not too surprising that the histograms for the various
components of the velocity gradient tensor are essentially identical. A very conservative
estimate of the largest expected derivative value was used based on three standard
deviations of the widest histogram, which for these data is 0.34 s-1 for the longitudinal
velocity component derivative in the longitudinal direction, ∂v / ∂y . To help validate this
measurement, an order of magnitude analysis was also done, using the measured
maximum pixel displacement in the flow, ∆ymax ≈ 4 pixels, the PIV image pair separation
time of ∆t = 0.0833s, and the characteristics size of the flow domain to be one hydraulic
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 ∆y max
diameter. The estimated maximum spatial velocity gradient 
 ∆t.D
H ,i



 is found to be


0.26 s-1, which is reasonably close to the three standard deviation value of 0.34 s-1 based
on the gradient histogram. Consequently, the maximum displacement variation, amax, is
estimated using

 ∂v 
amax = ∆vmax ∆t =   ∆t.max ( DI ,i , tlaser ,i )
 ∂y  max

(19)

where ∆vmax is the maximum variation in the y-component velocity within the
interrogation window of size DI. The larger of DI or tlaser is used as the length scale. For
these data the value of amax is found to be 1.41 pixels.
The estimate of the seed image size, dτ, was obtained from the autocorrelation peak width
as discussed in the Experimental Setup section and was found to be approximately 2.3
pixels. Consequently, a/dτ < 2/3 and the effect of velocity gradient on the overall error
may be assumed to be minor. However, to validate this the local displacement gradient
error estimates were computed from the velocity vector fields using expressions derived
by Westerweel (2008) as applied to shear, εshear, and linear strains, εlinear.

The local

error was used to determine the resultant rms error for the full vector field and was found
to be σDG,∆x = 0.002 pixels and σDG,∆y = 0.006 pixels. The error contribution due to shear
is in the order of 10-4 pixels.

Summary of uncertainty sources
The contributions of the sources of error are identified and values shown in Table 1. The
largest sources of error are the out of plane motion, the bias error due to loss of image
pairs and the random error due to finite number of image pairs. Those contributions
identified as major sources from the porous media flow, that is the magnification and
index mismatch effects, have been reduced to reasonably low values. Note that due to
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the relatively low displacements in the transverse direction results in errors of these
velocity components being proportionately higher.

Results
Two dimensional velocity vector fields have been obtained in the test bed for low Repore
for randomly packed spherical beads.

The goals for obtaining these data is to (i)

establish a highly accurate set of velocity data in porous media, (ii) identify
representative probability distributions for each velocity components, (iii) illustrate
relationships at different planes within the bed between the local porosity and resultant
velocity vector field, and (iv) use these data to obtain measures of dispersion within the
test bed.
First, to identify the associated flow regime, measurements of velocity maps at the bed
midplane were made for Repore of 3.77 and 5.46, as shown in Fig. 28. To minimize PIV
signal loss, the separation time between the PIV image pairs was adjusted for each value
of Repore to be 0.0833 seconds for Repore = 3.77 and 0.0556 seconds for Repore = 5.46. The
vector maps show no flow structures such as flow separation or recirculation regions. In
comparing the results for the two values of Repore, the velocity fields appear qualitatively
similar in flow structure at all regions within the field of view. Figure 29 shows the
distributions of transverse and longitudinal velocity components normalized with the
average pore velocity in the measurement plane for the two values of Repore.

The

distributions are seen to collapse based on this scaling. These results indicate that the
flow is dominated by viscous forces and may be taken to be representative of flows with

Repore at least up to a value of approximately 5 (see Panton (1996) for a discussion of
scaling in the creeping flow region). To assure that the flow was steady the 1000 frames
of data were subdivided into ten groups of 100 and the average velocity field calculated
for each group. Then the rms value of the velocities for the ten groups determined.
Results show that the rms values were consistently below the uncertainty value of the
velocity measurements.
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To understand the influence of local bed packing on flow field characteristics data were
collected at six different planes through the bed along the optical axis spaced
approximately at 0.6DB.

Figure 30 shows measurements taken at three of the six

measurement planes representative of the near wall region, the bed midplane and an
intermediate plane as indicated in the figure caption. Results illustrate the degree of
variability of both the packing and resultant flow field within the low aspect ratio bed
(small number of bead diameters across the flow, low value of L/DB). More ordered
structures (packing and flow) are seen closer to the wall at a plane location of z/DB = 0.8,
where z is measured from the inner wall surface. For planes further from the wall the
ordered structures are lost and more random structures appear. Also, the dynamic range
of velocities within a given plane appears to increase moving towards the more random
packing near the center of the bed. Several very high velocity regions appear, obviously
a consequence of three dimensional flow geometry causing flow into large pore spaces.
To determine if the center region was indeed random in nature, data were collected at the
bed centerplane for six different bead packings; that is, the test bed was emptied and
refilled six times and the centerline data collected for each arrangement. Figure 31 shows
center plane measurements for three of the six bead packings. The local variability of
both geometry and flow scales is evident from these maps. Also, the consistent lack of
inertial effects is observed as well as the general trend of regions of larger velocity
vectors associated with larger pore regions within the bed. Comparing velocity field
measurements near the wall (Fig. 30(a)) to the bed centerplane (Figs. 30(c), and 31), the
variability in pore length scales is much greater for randomly structured bead packing
present at the bed center. This larger variability in pore geometry results in a larger
dynamic velocity range within each vector field. The dynamic velocity range can be
clearly seen in log-linear plot presented in Figs. 19b and 35.
Autocorrelation functions, which give information about repetition patterns or integral
scales present in flow domain, were evaluated for the different planes through the bed.
Correlations of both the longitudinal velocity, ρvv, and the bead geometry, ρgg versus
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longitudinal distance between points, ls,B, are presented for different planes in the bed.
Here ls,B is the distance in the y (streamwise) direction normalized by DB. For the
geometry correlation, ρgg, a designator of one for the liquid and zero for the solid phase
were used. The autocorrelation function for the velocity, ρvv, was computed from the
velocity field by subtracting the average pore velocity for the data set, <V>f, from each
velocity value.
The spatial autocorrelation functions computed for planes near the wall, the bed midplane
and the intermediate plane (the same as those shown in Fig. 30) are shown in Fig. 32.
Also shown as the scale at the top of the figure is ls,H which is the correlation separation
distance normalized with the pore hydraulic diameter for the bed.

The geometry

correlation function near the wall (z/DB = 0.8) shows a repeating, or cyclic, behavior at
discrete integer intervals of ls,B, which corresponds to the very regular packing seen in
Fig. 30a. The velocity correlation function shows a similar cyclic behavior with peaks
corresponding to those of the geometric correlation, indicative of the velocity being
determined by the geometric bead arrangement. At z/DB = 1.5, approximately midway
between the wall and bed centerplane, the geometric correlation remains strongly cyclic,
with well defined peaks near one and two bead diameters.

However, the velocity

correlation begins to lose its strong cyclic behavior, being influenced by the more three
dimensional, random, bead geometry. At the center of the test bed, z/DB = 2.3, the
geometric correlation is no longer cyclic and the velocity correlation decays towards zero
within ls,B of 0.5, or ls,H of approximately one. This indicates that the random packing
results in velocity correlations that occur only within a single pore.
A similar set of data of geometry and flow correlations where carried out using the six
different bed packings with data collected only at the center plane of the test bed. That is,
these results are a combination of six velocity field data sets each set for a different
random bead arrangement. Results are shown in Fig. 33(a) using a combination of all six
planes across the bed shown in Fig. 32, and Fig. 33(b) using the six cases all obtained at
the center plane. The strong cyclic geometric correlation found for planes near the walls
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also shows in the combined correlation across the entire bed. However, the velocity
correlation using all of the planes spanning the bed is more indicative of the center plane
data of Fig. 32(c), where it shows a loss of correlation within ls,B of approximately 0.5.
The integral length scale associated with the bed spanning planes of Fig 33(a) is 0.44 DB,
while the integral length scale at the center plane is significantly smaller at 0.32 DB. Also
shown in Fig. 33(b) is the correlation function for a random distribution of spheres using
synthetic signal, designated as ρgg (synthetic). The synthetic signal was a randomly
generated 1-D signal consisting of 20000 alternating states of ‘1’ (fluid phase) and ‘0’
(solid phase). The width of the ‘0’ states, which should be equal to the random chord
lengths of spherical beads of size ‘DB’, were set to DB sin(θ s ) sin(ϕ s ) , where θs and ϕs
were randomly varied between 0 and π. The width of the ‘1’ states were set to

φ
1−φ

DB sin(θ f )sin(ϕ f ) , where θf and ϕf were randomly varied between 0 and π. The

prefactor of

φ
1−φ

provides that the ratio of total widths seen by the ‘1’ state to that of the

‘0’ state was equal to the porosity, φ, in this model. The autocorrelation function obtained
from the synthetic signal, ρgg (synthetic), shows a minima at ls,B of approximately 0.5
before rising again to a maxima at ls,B of approximately 1 and finally settling to value
equal to the porosity (φ). Comparing experimentally obtained ρgg to analytically obtained

ρgg (synthetic) shows that the packed sphere geometry using the six center plane data sets
closely matches a random packing. Also, shown in Fig. 33(c) is a comparison of the
correlation functions using two different methods, where ρvvf is the correlation function
only using the fluid phase while ρvv uses both the solid and liquid phases in the
calculations assigning a velocity value of zero in the solid phase. The slight increase in
correlation and the associated increase in the integral length scale for ρvvf is a consequent
of a data set which does not include the zero correlation associated with separations
within the solid phase.
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To help examine the statistical characteristics of the vector fields, histograms of both the
transverse and longitudinal velocity components are shown in Fig. 34. Two types of
histograms are shown, one uses the previously identified six planes within a given bed
configuration and the other uses the center plane data taken for the six different bead
packings. These data are normalized based on the measured average pore velocity within
all the measured planes, <V>f. The results from both sets of data show essential identical
results on these linear-linear plots. This indicates that the center plane data provides a
reasonably good estimate of the histogram for the entire test bed, even for this small
aspect ratio bed. The U velocity component (X, or cross stream component) shows
symmetry about zero velocity, as would be expected, which is consistent with NMR data
(Johns et al. (2000)). The V velocity component (Y, or longitudinal component) indicates
strong skewness towards the positive, or downstream direction, as expected. The peak
value in the histogram of the V component occurs at zero and monotonically decreases
beyond 2.5<V>f. The fact that there are essentially no negative values of V is consistent
with the observation of no recirculation regions, indicative of no inertial flow effects, in
the vector field maps. This is in line with the conclusion of Koch and Brady (1985) that
holdup dispersion due to recirculation regions is absent for experimentally obtained data
of dispersion for spherical bead packings for PeM < ϑ (104 ) which for liquid flows gives
condition of Repore < ϑ (101 ) (assuming the Schmidt number is in ϑ (103 ) ). The absence
of negative values of the V velocity component was also predicted by Maier et al. (1993)
using Lattice-Boltzmann simulations. However, observations using NMR experimental
results (Johns et al (2000), Lebon et al (1996), Kutsovsky et al. (1996)) do show negative
streamwise velocities. Maier et al. (1998) put forth an explanation for these anomalous
results to longitudinal diffusion and NMR signal loss due to increased nuclear magnetic
relaxation rate of fluid molecules near pore surfaces.
Differences in the data collected across the bed versus data at the center plane is
summarized using statistical measures such as the integral length scale, Lyf, and the
normalized velocity variance as presented in Table 2. In addition, Fig. 35 shows the
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normalized velocity distributions for these two data sets on a log-linear plot. The value of

Lyf computed for the data set across the bed is larger than that computed from the center

(

V− V

plane data. However, the normalized velocity variance,

f

(V )
f

2

)

2

, for the center

plane data is larger than that for data across the entire bed. Here the data are normalized
by the average pore velocity for the data set being used.

This indicates a larger

normalized dynamic velocity range at the bed center plane which may be attributed to a
corresponding wider range of pore length scales. The difference in the characteristics of
the velocity variation is seen in Figs. 30 and 31 for different regions in the bed. This
clearly indicates regions of very low and very high velocities within the random packing
at the center of the bed. It should be pointed out, however, that both of the velocity
variances when normalized by the bed average interstitial pore velocity, Vint, are nearly
same. As shown in Table 2, the average pore velocity is lower for the center plane data
set due to channeling that occurs in the higher porosity region near the wall. This flow
distribution characteristic is shown in Fig. 30, and consequently <V>f is lower in the
center plan region, resulting in significantly higher values of the normalized variance.
As mentioned previously, the asymptotic mechanical dispersion coefficient, due to
the velocity variation within the bed, can be estimated from Lagrangian statistics of ideal
tracers (see equaton (1)). However, this requires VL to be stationary in time and space.
For an ordered bead packing arrangement, VL cannot be stationary with tracer position.
Consequently molecular diffusion across streamlines is required to allow tracers to
experience streams with different velocity field characteristics. This requirement explains
the longitudinal dispersion seen experimentally (Gunn and Pryce (1969)) and
theoretically (Koch et al (1989)) such that the dispersion coefficient scales as ~PeM2
rather than PeM for high PeM flows. As discussed above, the data in this study was
collected at the bed center plane which shows characteristics of random packing and is
away from the ordered packing determined by wall effects. Statistical data at the center
plane were used to determine the overall longitudinal dispersion, DL, in the mechanical
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dispersion dominant regime. The component of dispersion due to molecular diffusion
can be represented as (Koplik et al (1988)) DL , mol =

DM

τ

. Consequently, DL can be

written as:

DL ≅

DM

τ

(

)

2

+ VL − VL Τ L. y

(20)

where the second term on the right side represents the Lagrangian advection term
consisting of the variance of the mean velocity and the integral time scale, Tennekes and
Lumley (1972). By assuming that the bed is random the statistical measure of the

(

Lagrangian variance can be replaced with the Eulerian velocity variance, V − V

f

)

2

,

where <V>f is the average interstitial pore velocity in the bed. This assumption is valid
under the condition that the Lagrangian velocity variance does not change with the tracer
initial position in the bed i.e. VL is stationary. This simplification allows circumventing
the issue of following a tracer travelling a distance much greater than the integral length
scale distance, Lyf, to collect converged statistics necessary for asymptotic dispersion
estimates.
Assuming that a tracer travels at the average pore velocity, <V>f, along the Y direction
and looses correlation with past events after traversing one integral length scale distance,

Lyf, then TL,y can be written as
TL , y =

Lyf
V

(21)

f

The Lagrangian dispersion coefficient can be rewritten in terms of the molecular Peclet
number, PeM =

V

f

DB

DM

as:
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(


DL 1  V − V
≅ +
f
DM τ 
V


(

f

)

2

)

2

 f
  Ly
 
  DB



 PeM


(22)

Since, for data obtained at the bed mid-plane the spatial statistics shows no characteristics
of ordered packing, see Fig. 33(b), its normalized Eulerian velocity variance,

(V − V )
(V )
f

f

2

2

and associated integral length scale, Lyf, are considered to be representative

of that of randomly close-packed porous bed. The normalized Eulerian velocity variance
was measured based on the histogram shown in Fig. 34 resulting in a value of 5.29. The
normalized integral length scale,

Lyf
DB

, was found to be 0.39 for the ensemble data

obtained at the bed mid-plane. Substituting these values into Eqn. (22) gives the
longitudinal dispersion for the porous media flow in the regime where PeM > 300 to be
DL 1
≅ + 2.05 PeM
DM τ

(24)

This agrees very well with the experimental results given in Eqn. (2), by Sahimi (1995)
who obtained a coefficient for PeM of 1.8 ± 0.4.
As noted previously, randomly packed structures found near the bed center plane show
large pore length scales and hence large variations of the velocity. This can be clearly
seen from the histogram of normalized longitudinal velocity on a log-linear scale in Fig.
35. Figure 35 shows two regions, one where the distribution monotonically decreases
until it reaches a value of approximately 5 and a second region where the distribution is
relatively flat. The demarcation between the two regions is close to the value of two
standard deviations as shown in Fig. 35. It is of interest to note that if the longitudinal
velocity values beyond two standard deviations are excluded from the data set, the
Eulerian velocity variance decreases from 5.29 to 0.82. The data excluded using is 4.6 %
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of 51784 measurement point. Using this revised value to estimate the Eulerian velocity
variance the mechanical component of longitudinal dispersion becomes:

DL , Mech
DM

= 0.32 PeM

(25)

This result is very close to the result presented theoretically by Koch and Brady (1985),
see Eqn. 3. That the theoretical result can be approximated by restricting the velocity
range (excluding the large deviations from the mean) may indicate that the large dynamic
velocity experienced in the random bed is not modeled properly to account for large pore
length heterogeneity. Obviously a much larger data set would be required to confirm this
conjecture.

Conclusions
PIV measurements in a low aspect ratio porous bed randomly packed with uniformly
sized spherical beads are presented for low Reynolds numbers where the flow is steady.
An in-situ technique to estimate the local magnification in the bed using the bead
geometry is introduced. A detailed uncertainty analysis for PIV data was performed
indicating that out-of-plane displacements results in the major source of errors and results
in limitations of the dynamic range.
Velocity field results at different locations in the porous bed for a random bead packing
as well as at the bed center plane for different random bead packing are presented. The
velocity field spatial correlation function is shown to strongly follow that of the near wall
geometry, however for regions further from the wall the velocity quickly become
uncorrelated within one bead diameter with integral length scales on the order of one
hydraulic diameter. The transverse velocity component histogram peaks at zero and is
nearly symmetric. The longitudinal velocity component histogram peaks at zero and
decreases monotonically away from zero, with the contribution of negative velocity
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component in the longitudinal velocity histogram being negligible. Estimates of the
dispersion coefficient based on Eulerian statistics agree well with results in the literature
for higher aspect ratio beds, and the large standard deviation of the longitudinal velocity
distribution is shown to contribute strongly to the dispersion.

Nomenclature

DI
DL
DL,Mech
DL,Mol
DM
FI
FO
l

Seed displacement variation within interrogation window
Cross-sectional area of bed
Constant for a optical arrangement (see Eqn. 8)
Imaged bead diameter in pixel units
Seed image size in pixel units
Detector pixel size
Physical distance between lens center and image plane
Physical distance between lens center and object plane
Physical distance between bed wall and object plane (see fig. 8)
Distance along optic axis of object plane at position ‘1’ from bead vertex
(see Fig. 3)
Distance along optic axis of object plane at position ‘2’ from bead vertex
(see Fig. 3)
Bead diameter
2 φ

Hydraulic diameter 
D

B
 3 (1 − φ )


Interrogation window size
Effective dispersion coefficient in longitudinal direction
Mechanical dispersion in longitudinal direction
Longitudinal dispersion due to tracer molecular diffusion only
Molecular diffusivity of tracer
In-plane loss of seed image pairs
Out-of-plane loss of seed image pairs
Larger dimension of DI or tlaser

ls,B

correlation separation distance normalized with hydraulic diameter DB

ls,H
L
Ly
M
n
NI

correlation separation distance normalized with hydraulic diameter DH
Bed width
Integral length scale in longitudinal direction
Magnification of optical system
Refractive index of medium
Imaged seed number density within interrogation window of size DI

a
Abed
c1
d
dτ
dr
di
do
df
Z1
Z2
DB
DH
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PeM

Repore
si
So
tlaser
t
TL,y
u
U
v
V
VDarcy
Vint

 V f DB
Peclet number 
 DM







V D 
Reynolds number based on Vint and DH  int H 
 ν

f


Nominal image distance
Nominal object distance
Laser light sheet thickness
Elapsed time in second
Lagrangian integral time scale in longitudinal direction
Eulerian fluid velocity in transverse direction seen on image plane
(pixels/s)
Eulerian fluid velocity in transverse direction (m/s)
Eulerian fluid velocity in longitudinal direction seen on image plane
(pixels/s)
Eulerian fluid velocity in longitudinal direction (m/s)
 Q 
Average bed velocity 

 Abed 
 Vdarcy 
Averaged interstitial or pore velocity in bed 

 φ 

VL

Lagrangian velocity of an ideal tracer

X

x- positon in bed (transverse direction perpendicular to optic axis)

Y

y- positon in bed (longitudinal direction)

Z

z- positon in bed (transverse direction parallel to optic axis)

Greek

β
∆x
∆y
∆z
∆X
∆Y
∆Z
∆v
∆t

Ratio of maximum transverse velocity to maximum longitudinal velocity
in bed
Seed displacement in-plane transverse direction (pixels)
Seed displacement in-plane longitudinal direction (pixels)
Seed displacement out-of-plane transverse direction (pixels)
Seed displacement in-plane transverse direction (meters)
Seed displacement in-plane longitudinal direction (meters)
Seed displacement out-of-plane transverse direction (meters)
Eulerian longitudinal velocity variation within the interrogation window
(pixels/s)
PIV image pair separation time
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ε
φ
νf
ρvv
ρgg
σ
τ

Local error in velocity at interrogation window center
Bed porosity
Kinematic viscosity of fluid phase
Spatial autocorrelation in longitudinal direction of longitudinal velocity, v
Spatial autocorrelation in longitudinal direction of bead geometry
RMS error in velocity for measurement plane
Tortuosity of bed

Subscript
Object plane at position ‘1’ (see Fig. 3)
Object plane at position ‘2’ (see Fig. 3)
Error source due to in-plane seed displacement
Error source due to seed displacement gradients
Distance measured in pixel unit on image plane
Initial position of tracer
Error source due to fluid linear strain within interrogation window
Liquid phase
Measured seed displacement
Error source introduced due to uncertainty in magnification determination
Maximum
Distance measured on object plane
Error source due to perspective motion of seeds
Random error due to finite imaged seed density, NI
Error source due to refraction effects at solid-liquid interface
Error source due to fluid shear strain within interrogation window
Solid phase
Actual seed displacement
Total
Component in in-plane transverse direction (pixels)
Component in in-plane longitudinal direction (pixels)
Component in in-plane transverse direction (meters)
Component in in-plane longitudinal direction (meters)

1
2
bias
DG
i
init
linear
L
m
mag
max
o
p
rms
R
shear
S
true
T
∆x
∆y
∆X
∆Y

Superscript
f

variable estimated using values in fluid phase only

Operators

max (
f

)

Average operator
Maximum of values in set
Spatial averaging of variable in fluid phase
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Table 1. Uncertainty estimates for steady creeping flow measurements
Error source
∆x
∆y
Max displacement
1.25 pixels
3.56 pixels
0.005 pixels
0.014 pixels
Magnification, σmag
Refractive Index
0.004 pixels
0.004 pixels
Mismatch Error, σR
In-plane loss of image
0.06 pixels
0.06 pixels
pairs (bias), σbias
Finite number of image
0.037 pixels
0.037 pixels
pairs (random), σrms
Out-of-plane motion
0.062 pixels
0.056 pixels
(perspective), σp
Spatial gradients
0.002 pixels
0.006 pixels
(Displacement
variations), σDG
0.094 pixels
0.091 pixels
Total error, σT
Total error (% of max)
7.5%
2.6%

Table 2. Data statistics for measurements made at six planar slices spanning across the
bed compared to that obtained from measurements at six planar slices all taken at the
center of the test bed but each is for a different random packing
6 slices in a bed 6 center slices with different
bead packing
f
0.44
0.39
Ly

DB

(V − V )
(V )
f

f

f

3.06

5.29

0.86

0.88

0.35

0.24

2

(V − Vint )
2
(Vint )
V
Vint

2

2
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(a)

(b)
Figure 18: Test facility used for PIV measurements in a porous bed, (a) flow loop and
imaging arrangement and (b) porous bed test section.
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Figure 19: Representative PIV results for flow in a porous bed using 15 mm diameter
beads in random packing with Repore=3.77, (a) sample zoomed in image of seed particles
(64x64 pixels), (b) velocity vector field with 688 µm vector spacing, (c) histogram of
autocorrelation peak width and (d) log-linear particle displacement histogram used to
illustrate the absence of peak locking.
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Figure 20: Sectional circular diameters, D1 and D2 associated with laser light sheet
positions 1 and 2 are recorded as diameters d1 and d2 in the image plane.

Figure 21: Glare from solid
solid-liquid
liquid interfaces used to estimate diameter of imaged circle.
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Average M = 0.278
Std. deviation = 0.001 (case to case)
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Figure 22: Experimental determination of local magnification using in-situ bead size
measurements in an index of refraction matched porous bed. Magnification at the same
object plane (bed midplane) for seven individual cases consisting of different bead
packing is shown.
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Figure 23: Velocity vector field for flow in the porous test bed with separation time
increased from 0.0833 s to 0.167 s; Loss of PIV signal in some regions is clearly seen
when compared to Figure 19(b).
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Figure 24: Bias and random errors estimated by pixel displacement of individual images;
(a) histogram for the case of two pixel displacement, (b) results for up to eight pixel
displacement.
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Figure 25: Changing location of measurement (object) plane in the bed causes nominal
path lengths to change and hence magnification varies along the bed.
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Figure 26: Estimation of nominal object distances at different locations in the bed based
on fitting Equation 17 to the measured variation in magnification.
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Figure 27: Histogram of the velocity gradient distribution for the various velocity
∂w
∂z was calculated using local conservation of mass for steady
derivatives; note that
incompressible flow.
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Figure 28: Velocity vector map at the bed midplane for (a) Repore =3.77 and (b) Repore
=5.46. Maps show qualitatively no identifiable inertial structures formed with increased
Repore.
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Figure 29: Histograms of (a) the crossflow, U, component of velocity and (b) streamwise,
V, component of velocity, each normalized by the average pore velocity in the image,
<V>f, for two values of Repore , 3.77 and 5.46.
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Figure 30: Sample velocity vector fields for Repore = 3.77 at three planar positions in the
bed, (a) near wall, z/DB = 0.8DB, (b) intermediate, z/DB = 1.5DB and (c) bed midplane,
z/DB = 2.3DB, where z is measured from the inside surface of the front wall of the test
bed.
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Figure 31: Sample velocity vector fields for Repore = 3.77 at bed center plane for three of
six different bead packings.
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Figure 32: Autocorrelation functions of geometry (ρgg) and longitudinal velocity
vector fields (ρvv) for Repore = 3.77 at three planar positions in the bed, (a) near
wall, z/DB = 0.8DB, (b) intermediate, z/DB = 1.5DB and (c) Bed midplane, z/DB =
2.3DB, where z is measured from the inside surface of the front wall of the test
bed
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Figure 33: Autocorrelation functions of geometry (ρgg) and longitudinal velocity vector
fields (ρvv) for Repore = 3.77 using two different sets of data, (a) based on six planar slices
spanning across the bed, (b) based on six planar slices all taken at the center of the test
bed but each is for a different random packing and (c) comparison of autocorrelation
functions generated for the bed (including solid phase), ρvv, to that generated for fluid
phase only, ρvvf.
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Figure 34: Autocorrelation functions of geometry (ρgg) and longitudinal velocity vector
fields (ρvv) for Repore = 3.77 using two different sets of data, (a) based on six planar slices
spanning across the bed, (b) based on six planar slices all taken at the center of the test
bed but each is for a different random packing and (c) comparison of autocorrelation
functions generated for the bed (including solid phase), ρvv, to that generated for fluid
phase only, ρvvf.
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Figure 35: Normalized histograms of the V velocity components based on six planar
slices all taken at the center of the test bed but each is for a different random packing.
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ABSTRACT
An experimental study was undertaken to better understand the turbulent flow
characteristics within a randomly packed porous bed. A relatively low aspect ratio bed
(bed width to spherical solid phase particle diameter) with the fluid phase refractive index
matched to that of the solid phase was used to obtain time resolved particle image
velocimetry data. Care was taken to assure that data were outside of the wall affected
region and results are based on detailed time dependent velocity vector maps obtained at
selected pores near the bed center. In particular, four pores were identified that display
very disparate mean flow conditions, identified that resemble channel-like flow,
impinging flow, recirculating flow and jet like flow. Velocity data were used for a range
of pore Reynolds numbers, Repore, from 418 to 3964 to determine the following
turbulence measures: (i) turbulent kinetic energy components, (ii) turbulent shear
production rate, (iii) integral Eulerian length and time scales, and (iv) energy spectra.
The pore Reynolds number is based on the porous bed hydraulic diameter, DH
=φDΒ/(1−φ) where φ is bed porosity and DB is solid phase bead diameter and average

bed interstitial velocity, Vint= VDarcy/φ, where VDarcy= Q/Abed, with Q being the volumetric
flow rate and Abed the bed cross section normal to the flow. Results show that when scaled
with the bed hydraulic diameter, DH, and average interstitial velocity, Vint, these
turbulence measures all collapse for Repore, beyond approximately 2800, except that the
integral scales collapse at a lower value near 1300-1800. These results show that the pore
turbulence characteristics are remarkably similar from pore to pore and that scaling based
on bed averaged variables like DH and Vint characterizes their magnitudes despite very
different mean flow conditions.

INTRODUCTION
The occurrence of turbulence in flow in a porous structure was reported by Dybbs and
Edwards (1984) utilizing a simple dye visualization of flow through a bed formed by rods
in regular, hexagonal packing. Turbulent flow is encountered in many natural and manmade porous systems. A good review for introduction and applications of these flows can
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be found in the book by MJS De Lemos (2012). One application where turbulence in a
porous structure is observed is in the operation of fixed bed reactors which are routinely
used in the synthesis of basic chemicals and intermediates on large scales using gaseous
reactants. Random packing of porous spheres (such as catalyst pellets) is one of several
geometric arrangements used in practice for constructing fixed bed reactors. These
reactors are configured in both low and high aspect ratio beds in industrial and/or
laboratory environment. Here the aspect ratio is defined as the bed span, or width, W,
divided by the solid phase characteristic length. For spherical beads with diameter DB the
aspect ratio is W/DB. Even though transport processes and dispersion properties are
important information necessary in development, design and control of a catalytic reactor,
experimental investigation of pore scale turbulent flow physics is absent. It is necessary
to rely on established correlations for predicting transport and dispersive properties of
flow in fixed beds and ultimately in reactor design (Andrigo et al. (2000), Eigenberger
(1992). Global bed parameters like pressure drop, axial dispersion and longitudinal
dispersion have been measured and correlations have been developed for this purpose
(Dixon and Cresswell (1986), Ergun (1952), Gunn (1987), Wen and Fan (1975)).
Some effort has been made towards the development of models to take into account
transport properties of these flows. The development of Reynolds averaged NavierStokes (RANS) equations for modeling flow at the pore scale has been attempted by
numerous researchers and is reviewed in de Lemos and Pedras (2001). These RANS
equations have been derived by time averaging the volume-averaged extended DarcyForchheimer model equations (Antohe and Lage (1997), Getachew et al. (2000)), or by
volume averaging the time-averaged Reynolds-averaged equations (Masuoka and
Takatsu (1996), Nakayama and Kuwahara (1999)), or by a double-decomposition
technique based on exchangeability of volume-time or time-volume averaging (Pedras
and de Lemos (2001)). In this latter approach extra source terms, arising due to the
existence of the solid phase in bed, are closed by conducting numerical experiments on
simple geometries such as periodic array of square or cylindrical rods. In general, these
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models lack validation with experimental or Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) results
and hence are limited in general applicability.
The transport processes and turbulent dispersion within a bed is expected to be
functionally dependent on the overall packing geometry and tortuosity associated with
the bed. In general, within a pore (which may be formed among catalyst pellets in a
reactor bed) the dispersive characteristics would be dominated by the fluid phase
convective motion within the pore. However, this flow, in general, is expected to be
greatly influenced by the flow connectivity with surrounding pores. Detailed studies of
pore level flow dynamics would provide insight and may lead to improved models to
account for non-homogeneous distribution of temperature and concentrations which are
typically assumed to be uniform in existing models (Andrigo et al. (2000), Eigenberger
(1992)). Experimentally, the pore level flows can by studied by application of particle
displacement measurement techniques like particle image velocimetry (PIV) and particle
tracking velocimtery (PTV) in a refractive-index matched porous bed. PIV and PTV
techniques have been employed to study steady flow fields in porous beds, (Northrup et
al. (1993), Saleh et al. (1992), Huang et al. (2008), Lachhab et al. (2008), Moroni and
Cushman (2001), Peurrung et al. (1995), Stephenson and Stewart (1986), Patil and
Liburdy (2012)).

However, obtaining reliable data is difficult because of inherent

sensitivity to refractive index mismatch between the solid and liquid phases (Patil and
Liburdy (2012)).

Nevertheless, carefully designed experiments can lead to high

resolution time resolved PIV data to better understand the pore scale flow physics, useful
in developing realistic models and providing measurements for validation of numerical
simulations.
The goal of this paper is to quantitatively explore and identify the characteristics of the
turbulent flow in a randomly packed porous bed of spherical beads. The results extend
from the inertial region up into the developed turbulent regime (which is identified herein
for the various turbulence quantities based on scaled asymptotic values). Several typical
pore geometries are identified and their distinguishing flow characteristics described.
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Statistical turbulence quantities are measured including turbulent kinetic energy spectra,
turbulent kinetic energy production rates, integral Eulerian length and time scales, as well
as the mean velocity variance within pores. Results are scaled with bed averaged
variables such as average interstitial velocity, Vint and hydraulic diameter, DH, and are
used to show how results reach asymptotic values at sufficiently high Reynolds numbers.

EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP
The experimental set up used for time resolved PIV measurements in this study is shown
in Fig. 36, which illustrates the flow loop and a more detailed illustration of the flow
geometry through the test section. The flow loop uses a large reservoir tank at
atmospheric conditions, with a Moyno® pump used to establish the flow rate through the
system. A pressure gauge and flowmeter (Kobold, Model: MIK) were used to measure
the volumetric flow rate, Q. After exiting the test section the flow was pumped back into
the reservoir tank forming a continuous loop.
The test section was fabricated using a square cross section duct (W x W: 70 mm x 70
mm inside dimensions) with transparent walls made from Pyrex®. The duct was 90 mm
long and was filled with 15 mm diameter, DB, optical grade beads of Pyrex®. An inlet
plenum was used to slow the velocity and assure a uniform flow and pressure at the top
inlet of the bed. A distributor plate was placed 0.75DB upstream of the beads which had
1mm diameter holes in a honeycomb pattern with a center spacing of 2 mm to further
assure a relatively uniform inlet flow condition. The velocity was measured 0.67DB
downstream of the distributor plate when there were no beads in the test section and the
velocity profile was uniform to within 10% of the mean value except very close to the
walls. The entrance region flow above the beads is shown in Fig. 1 as normalized
velocity magnitude contours based on Vin and vector plot indicating magnitude and
direction.
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The bed was filled in a random manner and the test section shaken to provide as close a
packing as possible. The same bead configuration was used for all data sets. The bed
porosity, φ, was measured by direct volume measurements to be 0.44, with an aspect ratio
(width to bead diameter ratio) of W/DB = 4.67. This is a relatively low aspect ratio bed,
which implies that the walls are influencing the value of the bed porosity (larger porosity
in the wall regions). A study was undertaken to better understand the random bed
packing characteristics. Details are provided by Patil and Liburdy (2012), which are
briefly described as follows. Images of six planar vertical slices were obtained across the
bed from locations of 0.8DB to 2.3DB as measured from the test section walls. The image
data of the solid phase were used to determine the bead locations within the bed. With
this information a geometric spatial autocorrelation function was determined within each
plane, using zero for the solid phase and one for the fluid phase. This function was used
to evaluate the packing characteristics within the bed. Near the walls the correlation
function is shown to have a cyclic pattern with a period of approximately 1.0DB
indicating an ordered packing. In contrast, the autocorrelation near the bed center decays
monotonically to a value very close to the porosity of the bed, with no cyclic behavior.
This indicates that the cyclic pattern of the bead packing observed in the near wall is
eliminated near the bed center and that the parking is essentially random. All velocity
data presented here are located near the bed center.
An aqueous solution of ammonium thiocyanate (NH4SCN) was the liquid phase used in
this study which has a viscosity of 1.44 cP and density of 1.118 g/ml. The fluid phase
index of refraction was varied by adjusting the solution concentration, and was matched
to that of the Pyrex® spheres and bed walls. This was necessary to make porous bed
transmissive and nondistorting to the light sheet and imaging optics. The liquid refractive
index was measured using a refractometer (Atago co., Model: R5000, with resolution of
0.001) evaluated at the sodium D line, 589.3 nm. All data were obtained with the index
matching to within +/-0.0005. Complete details of the evaluation of the errors associated
with a mismatch of index of refraction in a porous bed for PIV measurements is given in
Patil and Liburdy (2012).
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The imaging system was based on pulsed lighting from a Nd-YLF laser at a wavelength
of 527 nm (New Wave Research, Pegasus PIV) and a CMOS camera (Integrated Design
Tools Inc., Model: MotionPro™ X-3) fitted with an adjustable focusing lens (Nikon AF
Micro-NIKKOR 60mm f/2.8D). All data were collected using an f-number setting of 4
and magnification ranging from 0.82 to 0.99. Depending on the value of Repore, the
sampling frequency for each vector field ranged from 80 to 400 Hz, from lowest to
highest Repore,. The seed particles were nominally 10.7±3.5 µm diameter silver coated
glass microspheres. The subregion interrogation window was 32x32 pixels, using 50%
overlap, resulting in a velocity vector spacing ranging from 66 to 80 vectors per bead
diameter, depending on the magnification, or approximately 0.2 mm. Seed particle
position displacements were determined using the multi-grid, multi-pass adaptive
correlation method with a central differencing based window offset method. A high
accuracy subpixel peak fitting algorithm specific to Dantec® software was also used. A
moving average validation scheme was used to reject outliers, with a vector rejection rate
of less than 1%.
In this paper results are presented for pore Reynolds numbers ranging from Repore= 418 to
3964.

This Reynolds number is based on the porous bed hydraulic diameter, DH

=φDΒ/(1−φ)

and average pore, or interstitial, velocity, Vint= VDarcy/φ, were VDarcy=

Q/Abed, with Q being the volumetric flow rate and Abed the bed cross section normal to the

flow. Measures of the turbulence characteristics are presented which include turbulent
kinetic energy components as well as its shear production rate, integral Eulerian length
and time scales, and the mean velocity variance within pores (important for dispersion
estimates). Results are scaled with the bed averaged variables, DH and Vint, and shown as
a function of Repore.
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UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS
The uncertainties of the velocities were analyzed for the various contributions to the PIV
data.

Error analysis was performed on instantaneous PIV data collected for pore

Reynolds number, Repore, of 3964. Table 3 includes five error sources: magnification,
refractive index mismatch, in-plane loss of image pairs (or bias error), finite number of
image pair (or random error) and finally error due to perspective motion. Each are
quantified and related to the measured maximum pixel displacement in the two
coordinate directions. The total errors were determined and are given in both pixel count
and percent of maximum displacement. The results of the total error are 1.19% in the
cross stream or transverse direction and 1.0% in the downstream or longitudinal
direction. Details of the determination of errors due to refractive index mismatch can be
found in Patil and Liburdy (2012) and the magnification error and methodology used to
find the other errors is given in Patil and Liburdy (2012). Briefly, for estimating bias
error due to in-plane signal loss and random error due to finite number of seed images in
the interrogation window, an image shifting procedure was employed. Image shifting in
subpixel units was accomplished by using a bicubic interpolation scheme implemented in
ImageJ software. The perspective error was determined using an estimate for out-ofplane seed displacement over the entire field to be equal to the measured average x (or
transverse) displacement which for the analyzed instantaneous vector map was 1.8 pixels.
Estimation of the velocity gradient error was based on the gradient calculation using a
central difference scheme. Assuming nearby velocity vectors to have nearly equal bias
errors, the error in velocity gradient is mostly affected by random error in the velocity
measurement. The random error in velocity gradient estimation due to propagation of
random error in velocity measurements was estimated to be 4.42 s-1 (1.5% of the
maximum measured value) for highest Repore case of 3964.
The number of instantaneous time maps collected for each Repore at each location was
1600. Approximately 230 of these maps can be considered statistically independent based
on the fact that the temporal autocorrelation function decays to zero beyond
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approximately seven time steps between vector maps. Therefore the random error in the
time averaged mean velocity field estimation is expected to reduce by an order (10-1) due
to the relatively large number of independent realizations of the instantaneous velocity
field. For similar reasons, the pore averaging operator is expected to reduce the random
error further by an order of (10-2).

RESULTS
Results are presented of the time resolved PIV measurements of the two components of
velocity within a plane spanning the porous bed. The time resolved data sets were used
to obtain statistical quantities within individual pores. Various pores were scanned using
preliminary results to help identify initial characteristics that differ from pore to pore.
After identifying four different pore geometries with differing flow structures the PIV
system was zoomed in for each pore independently.

Figure 37 illustrates the

instantaneous velocity fields for these four pores at a Reynolds number of Repore = 3964.
All of these pores are located more than one bead diameter from any wall as well as the
entrance and exit to the test bed. Each pore has been identified based on the general
mean flow structure observed within the pore. Figure 37.a. represents a channel-like flow
where mean flows into the pore merges and exits the pore along multiple paths; Fig. 37.b.
represents an impinging channel flow where a high velocity mean flow impinges onto a
solid bead resulting in a transient stagnation region; Fig. 37.c. is a flow with a large
recirculation region which is a result of flow behind a spherical bead; and Fig. 37.d. is a
jet-like flow with high velocity flow entering the pore region through a small gap
resulting in significant shear. These descriptions are based on a number of observations
within the various pores and are used to identify different mean flow patterns and
conditions which are expected to influence the nature of the turbulence within the pore.
To better observe the mean flow structure in these identified “typical pore” flow regions
shown in Fig. 2 the normalized mean velocity magnitude contours are shown in Fig. 38
along with the velocity vector plots indicating direction for Repore = 2860. Here the flow
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structures identified above can be observed. Nature of turbulence in these regions
characterized using statistical and velocity field decomposition techniques are discussed
in subsequent sections.
Instantaneous velocity maps were collected at Repore of 54 at locations discussed in
Figure 37 and showed no vortices, either stationary or convected, in the pore spaces. A
detailed evaluation of the changing nature of the transient flow with increasing Repore was
not undertaken.

This is because the goal here is to evaluate the turbulent flow

characteristics at high values of Repore. However, at Repore of 418, large flow structures
like recirculation regions and jet-like regions were seen at all locations. These structures
were found to be highly unsteady with no dominant peak found in temporal frequency
domain. The unsteady nature of the large flow structure is illustrated in Fig. 39 for the
channel like flow pore, shown in Fig. 37.a for a value of Repore of 418. For this pore, flow
mainly enters from the upper left and forms a relatively high velocity region which
clearly sways back and forth at an estimated frequency near 1 Hz for this value of Repore.
Similar pore scale flow oscillations occur for each pore at this value of Repore. As Repore
is increased the large pore scale structures tends to be less dominant in favor of smaller
scale vortical flow structures occurring throughout the pore space. To better observe this
Large Eddy Scale (LES) filtering was applied to the instantaneous flow field.

The

instantaneous velocity field was filtered with a top hat filter over a range of filter sizes;
the one shown in Fig. 40 has a filter size of 0.1DB. The filtered vector field represents the
larger scale events and was then subtracted from the instantaneous vector field to yield
the small scale flow structure. See Adrian et al. (2000) for details on the procedure. At
the lowest value of Repore shown, 418, the use of LES filtering does not indicate any
visible occurrence of convected swirling flow structures which has been shown to exist in
turbulent flow. Since this flow is unsteady, yet not thought to be turbulent, the filtered
small scale flow is rather random in nature. At the higher Repore value of 839 the
swirling, vortical flow structures are very evident.

The well defined swirling flow

elements are well distributed throughout the pore space. As the value of Repore is
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increased up to 3964 the swirling vortical flow elements observed through the LES
analysis are not observed to change significantly, as seen in Figures 40(c) and (d).

A. Scales of turbulence
To better understand the pore level scaling the spatial autocorrelation was determined for
each pore over the full range of Repore and are shown in Figure 41 for the pore in Fig. 37.a
using the longitudinal fluctuating velocity component, v. The autocorrelation function in
the longitudinal direction is defined below in terms of a separation distance s.

ρL ( s )

f

=

v ( x, y , t ) v ( x, y + s , t )
v ( x , y , t ) v ( x, y , t )

(1)

where <ρL>f is the pore averaged value of the autocorrelation function and the operator
<.>f indicates pore averaged value. Results are shown in Figure 41 where s is normalized

by the hydraulic diameter, DH. At the lowest value of Repore the autocorrelation function
remains near one up until s/DH

~

0.1 then drops rapidly with increasing s. The noted

unsteady flow associated with Repore = 418 has of a very large scale spanning a large
portion of the entire pore, as indicated in Figure 39, with essentially no apparent smaller
scale flow structures, as shown in Figure 40. Whereas for larger Repore values the
autocorrelation function drops quickly, which indicates a loss of relatively large scale
coherence. As Repore increases beyond approximately 1800 all results are seen to collapse
to a single curve indicating that the hydraulic diameter scales the correlation function
well.
The correlation results for the larger Repore values decreases towards zero at
approximately s/DH = 0.4. Integration of the correlation functions with respect to s/DH up
to the first zero crossing was used to determine the pore averaged longitudinal integral
length scale, <LL>f, for each pore versus Repore. The results are shown in Figure 42
normalized by DH, where <LL,avg>f represents an area weighted averaged value of all
pores studied. Depending on which pore is evaluated the value of the integral length scale
for low Repore varies over a range of an order of magnitude (0.025 to over 0.25). Beyond
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Repore of approximately 1800, indicated as the dashed line in the figure, the ratio of length
scale to hydraulic diameter when averaged over the various pores reaches a fairly
constant value for all four pores of <LL>f/DH = 0.1 with a range of values of 0.9 to 0.11
for the different pores.

These results suggest that for the different mean flow

characteristics and pore geometries the integral length scale can be characterized by the
hydraulic diameter for the porous bed. Here the integral length scale is approximately an
order of magnitude smaller than the hydraulic diameter. In turbulent flows which exhibit
nearly isotropic conditions, a mixing, or integral, scale has been defined as l = 2 LL
(Tennekes and Lumley (1972)). Using this estimate it is found that the isotropic integral
scale for the porous bed becomes: lpore ~ DH/5, or since DB = 0.83DH, lpore ~ DB/6.
The temporal autocorrelation function was also determined for the longitudinal
fluctuating velocity for each point in the pores. This was then used to determine the local
integral time scale spatial distribution. From this the pore averaged Eulerian integral time
scale, <TE>f was calculated using the first zero crossing of the autocorrelation function.
The results are plotted in Fig. 43 versus Repore for each of the four pores. The results for
each of the pores is similar in that they reach a nearly constant value beyond Repore of
approximately 1300. The area weighted average for all four pores, TE,avg, is also shown
which is estimated to reach a value near 0.18DH/Vint. This shows that an integral time,
when scaled with the convective time scale through the pore, is on the order of 1/5, which
is very nearly the same as the integral length scale based on the hydraulic diameter of the
bed.
It should be noted that the temporal autocorrelations are based on only seven data points
per case at the highest Repore due to the available time resolution. However, the spatial
autocorrelations are based on over twenty points per case. Most probably arriving at a
more exact asymptotic limit for Integral time scale, TE, would require greater time
resolution.

Interestingly, the asymptotic limit near Repore = 1800 found for the

normalized integral length scale coincides well with value at which experimentally
measured normalized pressure drop in packed beds is found to follow asymptotic limit
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expression given by Burke and Plummer (1928) for the high Repore turbulent regime
describing the pressure drop in a packed bed, see Ergun (1952).
The Fourier transform of the spatial autocorrelation function was used to determine the
pore averaged spatial energy spectra of the fluctuating velocity, denoted as <E(κ)>f. The
spatial Fourier transform was carried out on the time averaged autocorrelation function
determined for the lateral fluctuating velocity component for each of the pores. The
spectra were scaled with the pore average lateral fluctuating velocity, <u’>f and DH,
while the wave number, κ, was scaled with DH. Figure 44.a shows the spectra for several
values of Repore for the pore shown in Figure 37a. Also shown in the figure is a dashed
line indicating a -5/3 power law which has been modified by adding the asymptotic noise
level found experimentally over the entire range of the spectrum. The added noise is the
asymptotic limit at high values of κ shown in the figure. This addition results in a nonlinear trend for the -5/3 line on the log-log plot. Note also that this -5/3 line has been
shifted up an arbitrary amount to make it visible on the plot. For increasing Repore the
spectra tend to follow the same trend and show a collapse to a single scaled spectrum
based on the scaling selected. This trend is consistent with the smaller scale LES filtered
data shown in Figure 5 where distinct turbulent like vortical structures are shown at Repore
= 839. The spectra for all four pores for Repore = 3964 are given in Figure 44.b. Each
pore tends to follow the same trend, with the only difference being the pore shown in Fig.
37.d, which has slightly elevated energy at the smaller scales and lower energy at the
larger scales. This flatter profile occurs for the pore geometry that has a flow with a high
shear rate, or jet-like flow. The higher energy associated with the high shear regions may
be resulting in somewhat higher energy at the smaller scales.
The rms velocity fluctuations within the measurement plane were determined based on
the time series data at each measurement location. Representative contour plots of the
normalized longitudinal fluctuating velocity variance, v’2/Vint2, are given in Figure 45 for
four values of Repore for the flow given in Figure 37.a. Note that the scale used is the
same for all plots. As Repore increases the spatial variation becomes much more uniform
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within the pore.

Those areas that are more disparate are those associated with

recirculation regions such as in the upper right part of the pore (there is a bead just above
this region just out of view) and in the region below the large bead on the left. It should
be noted that beyond approximately Repore = 2860, the normalized contour maps are very
similar. To help illustrate the Repore variation, histograms of the normalized variance are
given in Figure 46 for the flow in Figure 37.a. At the lower Repore values the variance
values at the peaks vary significantly from approximately 0.02 to 0.20 with rather broad
distributions. The peaks tend to shift from low variance values at lower Repore values to
the highest value near Repore = 1322, and then there is a decrease as Repore reaches
approximately 2860. For Repore beyond 2860 the histograms, shown in Figure 46.b, are
nearly identical with peak variance values near 0.1, representing approximately 30% of
the total count. This latter condition of nearly 1/3 of all values at approximately 0.1 is
indicative of the relatively uniform contour maps shown in Figure 10 for the high Repore
conditions.
The longitudinal fluctuating velocity variance distributions within pores were determined
for all of the four pores shown in Figure 37. The pore average value, normalized by the
interstitial velocity, <v’2>f/Vint2, was determined for each Repore value and is plotted in
Figure 47. The value at low Repore is consistent for each pore, indicative of the onset of
unsteady inertia dominated flow.

Each pore demonstrates a rise of variance with

increasing Repore and a subsequent decrease to a point where the normalized variance
becomes essentially independent of Repore. This Repore value at which this asymptotic
limit is reached is difficult to identify, but these data indicate that at 2860 the normalized
variance seems to have reached a constant value, with a pore area weighted average value
for all pores, v’2avg, being approximately 0.11, with a range of 0.10 to 0.14. Similar
results were obtained for the pore average of the lateral velocity component variance,
<u’2>f/Vint2, as shown in Figure 48. A similar trend is noted for three of the four pores.

The area weighted average value of all pores, u’2avg, is approximately 0.09 with a range
of 0.05 to 0.10 which is very close to that obtain for the longitudinal variance given in
Figure 47. The result for the pore shown in Figure 37.d is significantly below the others
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for all values of Repore. This consistent reduction of lateral variance is for the pore that
has a strong longitudinal jet-like flow, with high shear rate conditions. The strong
decrease in lateral variance is attributed to the strong mean jet-like flow which may
inhibit lateral fluctuations. All data are seen to reach an asymptotic limit beyond Repore of
2860, similar to the longitudinal variance.
The ratio of the longitudinal to lateral velocity variance, v’/u’, is a measure of local
directional variations of the turbulence. Large differences can contribute to differences
of the directional dispersion within the flow. This variance ratio was determined for each
of the four pores and is shown in Figure 49, for the highest Repore value, as contour plots
within each of the four pores. The corresponding histograms are shown in Figure 50. It
is clear that flow geometry and the resultant mean flow structure influence the degree of
variation between longitudinal and lateral variance. For the larger channel like flow of
the pore shown in Figure 37.a there are essentially no differences between the two
directional variances, with a much stronger peak of the histogram occurring at a ratio of
one. Whereas the other pore flows, which contain a larger degree of accelerated flow,
jet-like behavior, or recirculation regions, have higher directional variations.

For

instance, the pore shown in Figure 37.d which has a jet-like flow structure shows very
large values of the ratio of v’/u’. This indicates that the jetting condition reduces the
lateral contribution to the fluctuating velocity component.

In contrast to this the large

pore region of Figure 37.a results in the more homogeneous and isotropic type behavior
with a very large peak of the histogram near 1.0.
In general, relatively high values of turbulence intensity are found to occur at high Repore
flows. To show how this contributes to the overall pressure drop along the flow in the
bed a simply scaling model is presented. To estimate the frictional pressure drop the
contribution from the wall shear stress is written as:

∆Pfric
L

=

τ wS
φ AL

(2)
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where τw is shear stress at wall, S is total solid-liquid area, A is bed cross-sectional area
and L is bed length.
For uniform sphere packing of bead with diameter DB above equation becomes

∆Pfric
L

=

τ w (1 − φ ) 6
DB
φ

(3)

To roughly model the wall stress we introduce the friction velocity, vτ, based on τw = ρvτ2
where ρ is the fluid density. Estimating the friction velocity to be proportional to the
turbulent rms velocity fluctuations, which was found above to which an asymptotic limit
of approximately Vint/3 results in:

∆Pfric 2 ρ (1− φ ) V Darcy
≈
L
DB
3φ 3
2

(4)

where the interstitial velocity has been written in terms of the Darcy velocity, Vint =
VDarcy/φ. If we include the form drag, which is assumed to be proportional to the friction

drag as for flow over a sphere, then:

∆P
ρ (1− φ ) V Darcy
≈C
DB
L
φ3
2

(5)

where C is a constant associated with the addition of the friction and drag contributions
which should be O(1) and the ratio of the of fluctuating rms velocity to interstitial
velocity. For purposed of comparison, if the form drag to friction drag ratio is one, and
using the measured value of 1/3 for the ratio of fluctuating rms velocity to interstitial
velocity then C~ 1.32. This has the same form as the high Reynolds number contribution
in the Ergun equation (Ergun (1952)):

∆P
ρ (1− φ ) V Darcy
= 1.75
L
DB
φ3
2

(6)
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where the prefactor of 1.75 is on the order of the value of C above. Consequently, the
fact that an asymptotic limit is reached for the fluctuating velocity variance anticipates
that the pressure drop in the bed is consistent with the high Reynolds number limit.

B. Dynamics of turbulence
An important measure of the turbulent kinetic energy dynamics has to do with the
production term due to local mean shear. Similar to wall bounded flows like pipe flow, it
can be expected that the high shear reasonably close to the walls, where Reynolds stress
values remain high, produce significant portions of the turbulent kinetic energy for
porous media flows. However in porous media the flow conditions are much more
complex resulting in many regions of high shear away from wall depending on the local
mean flow conditions. The mean shear production, P12, was evaluated based on its
definition of the product of the turbulent cross correlation with the mean shear rates. The
two dimensional flow field data allows direct measurement of the contributions given by

−uv (∂U / ∂y + ∂V / ∂x) . The variation of the pore average value, <P12>f, for each of the
four pores versus Repore is given in Figure 51 with the production rate scaled by the
hydraulic diameter and interstitial velocity of the bed. The corresponding histograms of
scaled P12 distributions for the flow shown in Figure 37.a is given in Figure 52 versus
Repore. The histograms show asymmetric distributions centered around zero. As the

Reynolds number increases the distributions skew towards higher values of scaled
production. The skewed results towards positive values indicate regions of relatively
higher turbulent energy production at higher Repore values. In Figure 51 it is shown that
the scaled production rate reaches an apparent asymptotic limit beyond Repore greater than
2860 for all pore geometries. The asympototic value of the area weighted averaged
scaled production rate, P12,avg, for all pores is approximately 0.07 with a range of 0.06 –
0.09.
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C. Statistical description of mean velocity field
The variance of the mean velocity relative to the local pore average value, <V-Vint>f2/Vint2
is shown in Figure 53 versus Repore for all four pores shown in Figure 37. This measure is
important with regard to turbulent dispersion as it represents contribution to scalar
spreading due to changes in sampled fluid velocity. The associated histograms for the
flow shown in Figure 37.a for all values of Repore are shown in Figure 54. In all cases the
mean velocity variance decreases towards an asymptotic limit with increasing Repore. The
asymptotic limit to reach a constant value seems to be at least 2860 for these data,
although the pore in Figure 37.a, the channel-like flow, is shown to be lower than the
others and reaches its limit at a much lower value of Repore.

The latter is further

confirmed in the histogram showing a collapse of the distribution for Repore beyond
approximately 1800. The reason for this particular pore reaching an asymptotic condition
sooner than the others may be a consequence of the rather wide flow area, or large value
of pore volume compared with the other flow geometries resulting in a more uniform
mean flow through this area. The average value for all pores is indicated in the figure
with an asymptotic value of 0.2 and a range of 0.12 to 0.32. The very large mean velocity
variance associated with the jet-like flow conditions of Figure 37.d corresponds with the
results of Figure 49 showing larger ratio of v’/u’. Consequently, these data indicate that
the mean velocity variance shows a larger variation from pore-to-pore than the turbulence
variance, most likely due to the formers stronger geometric dependence.
The results can be used to estimate the asymptotic dispersion characteristics based on
local velocity measurements of the turbulence quantities. This is done by using the basic
relationship (Tennekes and Lumley (1972), Taylor (1921)) for the longitudinal dispersion
coefficient, DL, in terms of the Lagrangian time scale TL and mean Lagrangian velocity
variance of an ideal tracer, vL2 :
DL ≅ vL2TL

(8)

If it is to be assumed that pore regions identified in this study constitutes all the expected
regions in a large randomly packed porous bed and hence is representative of what is
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experienced by a wandering ideal tracer as it samples different parts of bed, then
measured velocity variances and integral scales can be used to estimated as follows
Lagrangian velocity variance of ideal tracer receives contribution from mean Eulerian
velocity variance, <(V-Vint)2>f , and fluctuating Eulerian velocity variance, <v’2>f
vL2 = v '2

f

+ (V − Vint ) 2

f

(9)

Now, using the measured Eulerian mean square longitudinal velocity fluctuation of
< v '2 > f ≈ 0.11Vint 2 and the range of measured values of the mean longitudinal velocity

variance of (V − Vint ) 2

f

≈ 0.12Vint 2 − 0.34Vint 2 , the longitudinal dispersion coefficient can

now be determined from an estimate of the Lagrangian time scale, TL. Using the scaling
argument as suggested by Tennekes and Lumley (1972):

TL ≈

l
v'

(10)

where α is a constant of O(1), l is the integral mixing length scale and v’ is the rms of
fluctuating velocity. Using the asymptotic limits for these length and velocity scales:
TL ≈

DH 5
D
≈ 0.6 H
Vint 3
Vint

(11)

Combining these results and nondimensionalizing using the interstitial velocity, Vint and
hydraulic diameter, DH, the longitudinal dispersion coefficient becomes:
DL
≈ 0.14 − 0.27
Vint DH

(12)

Since DB = 0.83DH, DL~0.12-0.22(VintDB). The above result represents the mechanical
dispersion which should be valid for very high Peclet number flows in the absence of
molecular diffusion effects. It has been proposed that the asymptotic limit for high Peclet
numbers, for DL/(VintDB) is 0.5 (Wen and Fan (1975), Delgado (2006)).This has not been
rigorously determined experimentally, although some global data based on concentration
measurements suggest this limit (see Figure 10 in Delgado (2006)). The two limiting
results are consistent for α = 2.5 which is within the approximation limits proposed by
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Tennekes and Lumley (1972).

These results indicate that local time varying velocity

data sets provide consistent results for longitudinal dispersion. However, this data set is
small at this point and further analyses needs to be carried out for a wide range of
representative pores in a random packed bed.

E. Summary
The results presented of the various measures of turbulent quantities, in normalized form,
are summarized in Figure 55. The horizontal bars represent the range of Repore over
which the asymptotic values were determined to be valid for these representative pores.
Bed averaged variables (hydraulic diameter and average interstitial velocity) have been
shown to scale the different flow turbulence measures reasonably well in that they tend to
collapse data from all seemingly very disparate flow geometries. This trend shows that
integral scales of turbulence in porous media flows are more strongly associated with
global bed parameters like bead packing, bead diameter, porosity and average interstitial
velocity rather than properties of local mean flow structures. The integral scales of
length and time are shown to reach their asymptotic limits near Repore between 1322 and
1815. Whereas the other turbulent statistical quantities require slightly higher values of
Repore, closer to 2860.

This possibly suggests that integral scales of turbulence

responsible for interacting with mean velocity field asymptote before smaller scales of
turbulence. The values of Repore used to identify these limits are based on the values used
in the experiments and are not in any way expected to be exact, rather they provide a
reasonable estimate of asymptotic limiting ranges. While all of these turbulence measures
reach asymptotic values that are reasonably consistent from pore to pore, the variance of
the mean velocity within the different pores shows a wider variation – which is indicative
of the stronger association with the local bead arrangements.
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CONLUSIONS
Detailed measurements using time resolved PIV were obtained within a randomly
packed porous bed using index matching over a pore Reynolds number range of 418 to
3964. These data were analyzed to determine the turbulence characteristics within the
flow. To do this four selected pores were identified which represented very different
mean flow structures and used to show the Repore dependence on the scale turbulence
quantities. These results indicate that the statistical turbulence quantities scaled well with
the bed averaged parameters, namely the hydraulic diameter, DH, and the averaged
interstitial velocity, Vint, for all of the pores evaluated. The only contrary result is the
variance of the mean velocity within a pore, here it is found that the strong recirculation
and jet-like regions that may occupy a pore dominate and strongly change the mean
variance even when scaled by the average interstitial velocity.

Measures of the

turbulence quantities such as turbulent kinetic energy components and its shear
production rate are shown to collapse towards asymptotic values for sufficiently high
Repore, which here is shown to be approximately 2800. Whereas the integral Eulerian

time scale and length scale are shown to reach asymptotic limits at lower values of Repore,
less than 2000. Although these results are somewhat limited, as they are based on a few
representative pores within the flow, they illustrate that a wide range of local flow
geometries within a randomly packed porous bed exhibit scales of turbulent flow that are
much smaller than the characteristic pore size and as such reach asymptotic limits
seemingly independent of the pore geometry. Results have been used to obtain estimates
of the mechanical dispersion coefficient based on the local time varying velocity
measurements. Based on this it is shown that the limiting value for high Schmidt number
conditions are consistent with those obtain using global measurements in very long test
beds. More extensive data sets are recommended to evaluate results for a large number
of pores in a relatively long test bed.
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Table 3. Uncertainty estimates for unsteady flow measurements
Error source
∆x
∆y
Max displacement
7.9 pixels
9.9 pixels
0.024 pixels
0.03 pixels
Magnification, σmag
Refractive Index Mismatch
0.044 pixels
0.044 pixels
Error, σR
In-plane loss of image pairs
0.016 pixels
0.016 pixels
(bias), σbias
Finite number of image pairs
0.025 pixels
0.025 pixels
(random), σrms
Out-of-plane motion
0.074 pixels
0.079 pixels
(perspective), σp
0.094 pixels
0.1 pixels
Total error, σT
Total error (% of max)

1.19%

1.0%
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Figure 36: Schematic of the experimental test set-up used to record images, (a) flow loop
(b) detailed test section (c) Normalized entrance velocity field for Repore = 3964
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Figure 37:: Instantaneous velocity maps in 4 different pores in bed obtained at Repore =
3964; the porese are described in the paper and identified as the following: (a) merging
channel region, (b) channel impinging region, (c) wake region, and (d) jet-like
jet
region.
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Figure 38: Normalized mean velocity magnitude contours overlaid with the vector plot
indicating direction only for Re = 2860.
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Figure 39: Sequence of instantaneous vector field at time interval of 37.5 ms
(approximately 75% of integral time) for Repore = 418.
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Figure 40:. Small scale component of Large Eddy Scale (LES) filtered velocity vector
plots for pore shown in Fig. 2.a for four values of Repore: (a) 418, (b) 839, (c) 2860 ands
(d) 3964
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Figure 41: Longitudinal spatial autocorrelation function, <ρL>f, collected in pore space
shown in Figure 2(a) (a) Repore = 418 – 1815 and (b) Repore = 1815 – 3964.
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Figure 42: Normalized Eulerian integral longitudinal length scale, <LL>f/DH, evaluated
for data collected in pore space shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 43: Normalized Eulerian integral time scale, <TE>fVint/DH, versus Repore evaluated
for each pore shown in Figure 2
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Figure 44: Turbulent kinetic energy spectrum for (a) Repore = 839, 2328, 3964 and (b)
Repore = 3964 for each pore shown in Figure 2; the -5/3 line represents a slope of -5/3 in a
log-log plot with the asymptotic noise level at high values of κ added across the
spectrum, note that this line is shifted up for clarity.
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Figure 45: Contour maps of longitudinal fluctuating velocity variances, v’2/Vint2, for (a)
Repore = 418, (b) Repore = 1322, (c) Repore 2860 and (d) Repore = 3964.
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Figure 46: Longitudinal fluctuating velocity variance, v’2/Vint2, in the pore shown in
Figure 2(a) for (a) Repore = 418 – 2860 and (b) Repore = 2860 – 3964.
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Figure 47: Plot of pore averaged fluctuating longitudinal velocity variances, <v’2>f,
versus Repore for the different pore geometries in Figure 2
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<u’2>f, versus Repore for the different pore geometries in Figure 2.
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Figure 49: Ratio of longitudinal to lateral RMS fluctuating velocity, v’/u’, for Repore =
3964 for the four different pore geometries shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 51: Pore averaged turbulent kinetic energy production rate, <P12>f, due to shear
rate scaled by Vint3/DH, versus Repore, for the four pore spaces shown in Figure 2
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Figure 52: Histogram of the turbulent kinetic energy production, P12, for the pore shown
in Figure 2.a for (a) Repore = 418 – 2860 and (b) Repore = 2860 – 3964.
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CHAPTER 5
Flow structures and their contribution to turbulent dispersion in a randomly
packed porous bed based on PIV measurement
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ABSTRACT
An experimental study was undertaken to better understand the evolution of flow
structures and their characteristics within a randomly packed porous bed. A low aspect
ratio bed of 4.67 (bed width to spherical solid phase particle diameter) with fluid phase
refractive index matched to that of solid phase was used in order to obtain time resolved
two component particle image velocimetry data. Results are based on detailed velocity
vector maps obtained at selected pores near the bed center. In particular, four pores were
identified that display very different mean flow conditions, such as channel flow,
impinging flow, recirculating flow and jet like flow. Instantaneous velocity field maps
are utilized to identify flow structures further characterized based on their spatial scales.
Pore or large scale structures that are more associated with the mean flow were identified
by looking at Reynolds decomposed mean velocity fields, while integral or small scale
structures embedded within pore scale structures were identified and quantified using
Large eddy scale (LES) decomposition and swirling strength analysis. Detailed Eulerian
statistics for the identified pore scale structures such as jet-like, recirculation and
channel-like regions are presented. The Eulerian statistics are used to predict Lagrangian
statistics which are used to estimate mechanical dispersion. Identified pore scale
structures, though they exhibit varied Eulerian statistics, show very similar integral scale
structure characteristics such as spinning rate and number density. The results show that
the integral scale vortical structures show nearly a linear rate of increase in their rotation
rate with increasing pore Reynolds number, indicating a linear decrease in their time
scales. Distributions of the non-dimensional convective velocity (Vconvs/Vint) of the
integral scale vortices are shown to collapse onto a single curve for different pore
Reynolds numbers. It is found that pore scale stationary recirculation regions contributed
most to the overall dispersion estimate.
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INTRODUCTION
Porous media flows are encountered in many engineering applications such as chemical
reactors, chromatography columns, advanced heat exchangers and filters. The general
flow characteristics in a porous bed are discussed in many textbooks such as Bear (1988),
Scheidegger (1974) and others. In most applications these flows are in the laminar flow
regime. However for a few important applications these flows can also extend in to the
turbulent flow regime. Fixed bed catalytic reactors used to synthesize chemicals from
gaseous reactants are one such application. High temperature nuclear gas reactors are
another example. Mixing and dispersion properties of these flows are relied upon for
proper reactor design and functioning. A good review for an introduction to many
applications of these flows can be found in De Lemos (2012)
Within the turbulent flow regime the complex tortuous flow geometry may be expected
to influence the nature of the turbulent flow structures within the flow. The identification
and understanding of the inherent flow patterns may provide a means to better understand
and model the transport properties of turbulent flows in porous media. The ability to
discern large scale and small scale flow features in turbulent flows has developed greatly
over the past several years (Adrian et al. 2000a, Adrian et al. 2000b, Zhou et al. 1996,
Zhou et al. 1999, Chakraborty et al. 2005). This is largely due to advances in time
resolved multi-dimensional experimental techniques such as PIV and PTV as well as
improvements in computational methods such as DNS and LES.

Large coherent

structures are thought to play a dominant role in scalar and momentum transport.
Understanding how these flow events occur and interact is important in the understanding
of turbulent dynamics. The identification and evaluation of structure evolution have been
successfully carried out for certain flows, such as isotropic turbulence (Jim´enez et al.
1993), turbulent free shear layers (Rogers & Moser 1994), and wall bounded turbulent
flows (Robinson 1991, Brook & Hanratty 1993, Head & Bandyopadhyay 1981, Smith et
al. 1991, Adrian et al. 2000b). A better understanding of integral scale dynamics is

expected to help develop better models that may capture the transport and mixing
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characteristics in complex turbulent flows. This approach is especially important in
porous media flows were flow simulations require very high spatial resolution to
accurately reproduce the flow dynamics.
There have been a number of studies of flow in porous media that have obtained detailed
velocity measurements, however most of these have been in the creeping or steady
inertial flow regimes. A number of these have used non-intrusive techniques such as (i)
PIV (Northrup et al. 1993, Saleh et al. 1992, Patil & Liburdy 2013), (ii) PTV (Huang et
al. 2008, Lachhab et al. 2008, Moroni & Cushman 2001, Peurrung et al. 1995,

Stephenson & Stewart 1986), (iii) LDA (Johnston et al. 1975, Yarlagadda & Yoganathan
1989), (iv) NMR (Elkins & Alley 2007, Ren et al. 2005, Ogawa et al. 2001, Sederman et
al. 1998, Suekane et al. 2003) and (v) PET (Khalili et al. 1998). The application of

optical techniques such as PIV requires matching of the refractive index of the liquid
phase to that of the solid phase. A detailed study of the issues related to obtaining
reliable and accurate data because of the inherent sensitivity to refractive index mismatch
between the solid and liquid phases is presented by Patil & Liburdy (2012).
The dispersive nature of flow in porous media is an important property that is a measure
of the transport and mixing within the bed.

The dispersion of scalar quantities in

creeping porous media flows has been analytically evaluated by Saffman (1959, 1960)
and Koch & Brady (1985, 1987). Saffmann (1959, 1960) modeled porous media as a
random network of capillary tubes to predict dispersion characteristics in the low
Reynolds number flow regime. Koch & Brady (1985) identified three principal physical
mechanisms causing dispersion within a bed formed by randomly packed, particles.
Dispersion is a consequence of both molecular diffusion and velocity variations
throughout the flow. Mechanical dispersion arises from velocity field variations which
can be extremely sensitive to the solid phase geometry in a random bead arrangement
within a bed. Results indicate that the mechanical dispersion coefficient in general scales
linearly with Peclet number, PeM. However, in regions of the flow with very low relative
velocity, such as close to solid-liquid interfaces, the dispersion scales with PeM ln(PeM).
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Regions with closed streamlines, such as a recirculation region, results in dispersion that
scales as PeM2. These results show the strong dependence of the local flow conditions on
the dispersion characteristics.

It may be expected that local coherent structures

associated with turbulent flow strongly influence the dispersion properties within a
randomly packed porous bed.
In this study flow structures found in porous media flows are analyzed and quantified in
detail. Results are based on time resolved, two component PIV to obtain velocity field
measurements in the turbulent flow regime. Flow structures are identified using various
decomposition techniques and quantified using critical point analysis. The contribution of
flow structures to turbulent Taylor dispersion is estimated by computing their Lagrangian
statistics. Results are presented for pore Reynolds numbers ranging from Repore= 54 to
3964, where the Reynolds number is based on the porous bed hydraulic diameter, DH
=φDΒ/(1−φ) and average pore, or interstitial, velocity, Vint= VDarcy/φ, were VDarcy= Q/Abed,

with Q being the volumetric flow rate and Abed the bed cross section normal to the flow.
Results are scaled with the bed averaged variables, DH and Vint, and shown as a function
of Repore.

EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP
The experimental set up used for PIV measurements and method of analysis used to
obtain the velocity field maps is discussed in detail in Chapter 4. Briefly the test section
was fabricated using a square cross section duct (W x W: 70 mm x 70 mm inside
dimensions) with transparent walls made from Pyrex®. The duct was 90 mm long and
was filled with 15 mm diameter, DB, optical grade beads of Pyrex® to give overall fluid
porosity of 0.45. All presented velocity data were collected near the bed center.
The sampling rate for each vector field ranged from 80 to 400 Hz, from lowest value of
54 to highest value of 3964 of Repore,. The velocity vector spatial resolution ranged from
66 to 80 vectors per bead diameter, depending on the magnification, or approximately 0.2
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mm. Seed particle position displacements were determined using the multi-grid, multipass adaptive correlation method with a central differencing based window offset
method. A high accuracy subpixel peak fitting algorithm specific to Dantec® software
was also used. A moving average validation scheme was used to reject outliers, with a
vector rejection rate of less than 1%.

UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS
The uncertainties of the velocities were analyzed for the various contributions to the PIV
data and are explained in Chapter 3 and 4. Briefly the results of the total error are 1.19%
in the cross stream or transverse direction and 1.0% in the downstream or longitudinal
direction.

RESULTS
The experimental results of this paper are organized to present the turbulence and mean
flow characteristics necessary to estimate the dispersion characteristics in the randomly
packed porous bed at pore Reynolds numbers up to approximately 4000. Four different
pores were selected to represent very disparate mean flow conditions to represent main
types of mean flow structures within the bed. These four were selected after examining a
large number of pores throughout the bed (at least one and half bead diameters away from
the walls, inlet and exit planes). Examples of the mean flow conditions for three values
of Repore for each of the selected pores are shown in Fig. 56, which indicates both the two
dimensional velocity field vectors (only alternate vectors are shown for clarity) overlaid
with the velocity magnitude distribution which is normalized by the average interstitial
velocity for each pore. Notice that the pore geometries (in these two dimensional views)
are decidedly different resulting in different mean flow characteristics. The upper row in
Fig. 56 shows a relatively large pore volume with flows entering and exiting through
approximately the same flow areas. This is labeled pore A. The second row shows an
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inlet flow through a single stream and then splitting through multiple exit paths. This is
labeled pore B. The third row illustrated flow around a bead resulting in a strong
recirculation zone. This is labeled pore C. Finally, the last row shows a confined inlet
flow with very high velocity and high shear regions impinging and then separating
towards an outflow region. This is labeled pore D. Based on examining flow patterns
through the bed these are representative of significantly different mean flow
characteristics and as such are used to analyze the disparity among pores within the
random bed of the measures of turbulence that contribute to the overall dispersion within
the bed. Three general observations can be made concerning the mean flow distributions
within these pores (i) as the Repore increases the flow tends to be more uniform within the
pore, (ii) regions of recirculation persist from low to high Repore values and (iii) beyond a
Repore value of approximately 2500 (not shown) the normalized velocity magnitude plots

tend to remain the same. The latter condition is discussed in more detail later.

A. Pore scale structures characteristics
The determination of the dispersion characteristics of the porous bed specific regions of
the flow were identified within the pores to evaluate those characteristics that influence
overall dispersion.

After examining a large number of pores three main flow features

were identified: (i) tortuous channel-like, (ii) recirculation and (iii) jet-like. To help
understand the contributions to dispersion of each of these pore scale regions the mean
flow was divided up to identify one or more of these subregions within each pore. The
criterion for identifying these regions is not rigorous in the sense of a quantitative
discriminator based on some fundamental flow pattern. Rather, for this study it was
decided to use a reasonable criterion for each region and then determine how sensitive
each region is to their contribution to the overall dispersion characteristics. The three
major regions were identified as follows. The recirculation region was identified as those
regions with the mean velocity significantly less than the spatially averaged interstitial
velocity within a pore, V<0.3Vint. The jet-like region was defined based on mean velocity
being significantly larger than the average interstitial velocity within a pores, V>0.7Vint.
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The tortuous channel flow region was identified as the remaining region such that
0.3Vint<V<0.7Vint. Examples of these regions are shown in Fig. 57, 58 and 59.
To describe the mean flow structure the variance of the mean velocity field was
determined for each of the three large pore scale regions. The results are shown in Fig. 60
as a function of Repore. Results are given for both the longitudinal and transverse velocity
components. For increasing Repore there is an asymptotic limit of Repore beyond which the
mean variance, when scaled with the interstitial mean velocity, is approximately constant.
The recirculation region has a very large variance of the longitudinal velocity component
relative to the other regions. This is due to the relatively low velocity in this region,
resulting in a scaling difference based on the average interstitial velocity, Vint.
Full field data of longitudinal and transverse fluctuating velocity variances, v’2 and u’2,
are shown in Fig. 61 and Fig. 62. The averaged fluctuating velocity variance for all
regions versus Repore is shown in Fig. 63, where results are scaled with the interstitial
velocity, Vint.

Both velocity components are includes. As with the mean velocity

variance these results indicate an asymptotic limit at sufficiently large values of Repore.
The longitudinal component of the variance is consistently larger than the transverse
component value; but more so for those flows indicating recirculation and jet-like
behavior. Observation of the full field data shown in Fig. 61 and Fig. 62 for each pore
indicates that the variance becomes more uniformly distributed throughout the pore for
increasing Repore.

B. Integral scale vortical structures characteristics
The nature of the turbulent flow within the pores was evaluated using several techniques
including LES filtering to distinguish integral or small scale structures as well as swirl
strength calculations to identify local flow structures, their number density and
convective velocity. To better observe integral scale vortical structures in porous media
flows, LES decomposition technique (Adrian et al 2000a) was utilized. In this technique,
the translation or convection velocity of a vortex due to larger scale motion is removed
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from the instantaneous velocity field to better observe vortex structure. This convection
velocity is found by local spatial averaging the velocity field. To implement this method,
a moving top hat filter of specified size was used to obtain filtered larger scale velocity
field which when subtracted from the instantaneous field map reveals a map of smaller
scale structures. The integral scale eddy size, l, for these flows was estimated previously
(see chapter 4) to be approximately equal to 0.2DB. This was used as the filter size to
determine the larger-scale field. Since, the averaging operator used data points in fluid
domain only, the effective filter size is reduced as solid-liquid interfaces are approached.
The integral scale coherent vortical structure map obtained with the vorticity field
overlaid and also with the larger scale shear rate field (Sxy) overlaid for pore A for Repore
= 3964 is shown in Fig. 64. The discrete vorticies, indicated by regions of swirling
velocity vectors, are clearly visible and strongly correspond to locations of both high
vorticity. They also correspond to regions of high large scale shear, where strong shear
regions exists between vortex elements.

Consequently, the LES method effectively

decomposes the velocity field based on the integral scale vortical structure map and the
larger scale field which provides direct measures of the convection or translation velocity
of these structures.
The swirl strength (Zhou et al. 1996, Adrian et al 2000a) was determined to quantify the
strength, λci, and number density of the smaller scale vortical structures.

In this

technique, swirling motion due to vortex flow is identified by performing critical point
analysis on the local instantaneous velocity gradient tensor and finding its eigenvalues.
The existence of complex conjugate eigenvalues indicates swirling motion at that
location, and the imaginary value of the eigenvalue, λci, is a direct measure of swirling, or
rotational, strength of the vortex. Figure 65 shows, for pore shown in Fig. 37.a and 37.c,
the instantaneous LES decomposed smaller scale velocity field with the swirl strength
superimposed for Repore = 3964. To determine a map of the swirl strength associated with
individual vortical motion within the field the following procedure was used. First a
background threshold of swirl strength was set (nominally one tenth of the maximum
value), and a high pass filter applied to the instantaneous swirl field. The background
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threshold value was selected such that integral scale vortices identified using swirling
strength analysis was consistent with LES method. This resulted in islands of high swirl
throughout the region of interest. Then an algorithm was applied to determine the
maximum swirl strength within each island which was used to define the swirl strength
and location of each individual swirl. Finally, the convective velocity associated with
each swirl was determined by using the instantaneous LES large scale velocity associated
with the location of the maximum swirl. That is, the instantaneous large scale velocity at
the point of maximum swirl strength was assigned as the local convective velocity of that
swirl element. These results are discussed later.
Each of the regions was evaluated for the associated integral time scale versus Repore.
The time scale is normalized based on the convective time scale, Vint/DH. This convective
time scale represents a measure of the average time of transport of length equivalent to
the hydraulic diameter of the porous bed, DH (=φDΒ/(1−φ)), along the longitudinal flow
direction. Full field maps of the variance of fluctuating velocity are shown in Fig. 66 and
67. The area averaged results for the different regions are given in Fig. 68 for both
fluctuating velocity components. For each region the normalized integral time scale is
essentially constant except for the lowest Repore values.

That is, beyond Repore of

approximately 1000 the time scale is constant with values of approximately 0.15 for the
tortuous channel flow and jet-like flow regions, and a significantly higher value of 0.24
for the recirculation regions. Both velocity components are very similar in value. The
larger value for the recirculation regions is representative of the fact that these regions
have relatively slow moving fluid on the size of the hydraulic diameter resulting in the
larger integral length scales. This results in larger regions of the flow where fluid is
retained for significant time periods before eventually passing through the bed. It should
be point out that the maps of the distribution of the time scales evaluated over the entire
flow regions are very uniform for increasing Repore, as an example the distribution for the
tortuous channel results are shown in Fig. 66 for Repore of 418, and 3964.
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The identified swirls within the flow field were evaluated for their nondimensionalized
number density, Nswirl* = Nswirl DH2/Aregion within each identified region, and their
normalized swirl strength, or measure of rotation rate, λciDH/Vint. The number density is
shown in Fig. 69 for the tortous channel regions and the recirculation region (the jet-like
region had no or very few identified swirls as shown in Fig. 65c). Interestingly, the Repore
dependence for the tortous channel region is reasonably constant with Repore, whereas it
varies significantly for the recirculation region despite the relatively larger number
density in the recirculation region. The swirl strength distribution is shown in Fig. 70 for
both regions. The distribution seems to be only a weak function of Repore for both
regions, while the strength in the recirculation region is significantly larger, by almost a
factor of two. The peak strength appears to be slightly higher in the tortuous channel
region, however both regions have peaks near 5-10 times the mean flow time scale,
DH/Vint. This seemingly large swirl strength scales well with the mean flow time scale for

the range of Repore evaluated. Noting that the longitudinal integral length scale, L, was
found to be nearly 0.1DH, consequently it is found that the time to travel one integral
length scale is equivalent to the time of rotation of the typical swirl, L/Vint ~ 1/λci.
The magnitude of convective velocity of individual swirls, Vconv, was determined versus
Repore for the tortuous channel and recirculation regions. The distributions versus Repore

are shown in Fig. 71 normalized as Vconv/Vint. Here it is shown that increasing Repore from
839 to 1815 results in an increase in relative convective velocities for the swirls with
somewhat broader distributions for both regions. But for higher values of Repore the
distributions converge to become somewhat narrower with a lower peak than at 1815 for
the tortuous channel flow, and without the overshoot at 1815 for the recirculation region.
The mean values are shown in Fig. 72 for these regions indicating nearly constant scaled
convective velocities once at sufficiently high Repore values. The tortuous channel region
has a significantly higher convective velocity when compared with the recirculation
region, as would be expected, larger by a factor of approximately four. The overshoot at
the intermediate value of Repore for the tortuous channel (only a slight overshoot for the
recirculation region is observed) is not clearly understood. This may be a consequence of
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the higher shear associated with the tortuous channel region, when compared with the
recirculating region. But this is consistent with the higher fluctuating velocity intensities
associated with this region for these intermediate values of Repore, as shown in Fig. 61.
The higher energetic fluctuations seem to be associated with a somewhat higher large
scale local convective velocity. Further investigation would be required to determine this
association.

C. Pore scale structures contribution to dispersion
The dispersion within a randomly distributed porous bed is a complex contribution due to
both the mean flow distribution and the nature of the turbulence.

Since the flow

geometry is very complex it is expected that each pore has its own characteristic spatial
and temporal scaling that contributes to overall dispersion. However, in the attempt to
assemble all of this complexity into a representative longitudinal and transverse
dispersion coefficient, some rather simple pore scale flow structures have been identified.
The flow characteristics are divided into larger, mean flow events versus smaller
turbulent flow events. The approach is similar in concept to that followed by Koch and
Brady (1985) in their development of dispersion limits in a laminar bed where the
randomly distributed particles result in local fluctuations of velocity. At high values of
Peclet number they show an asymptotic limit driven by mechanical dispersion in some
regions, yet in others, such as “hold-up” and “boundary layer” regions with relatively low
convective velocities there is a molecular diffusion dependence. Here we are looking at
the purely mechanical aspects of dispersion. In particular, the dispersion effects are
related to the local mean flow variations as well as the turbulent flow structure, the
former being shown to be highly dependent on the local pore geometry and the latter
being more universal across various pores.

However, there are certain mean flow

characteristics that dominate the convective process that are used to contribute to
dispersion. To summarize the observations on pore scale flow features, it was found that
most of the interstitial voids are occupied by tortuous channel like regions where flow
follows path formed by the local geometry of the solid phase. These regions are seen to
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have nearly uniform mean velocities with values near the interstitial average, Vint. What
we are labeling as recirculation regions occur due to flow separation from solid phase
boundaries. Here low mean velocities occur and the regions are typically defined by a
dividing streamline. Consequently fluid particles remained until they escape due to
molecular or turbulent diffusion. In contrast to this, regions of high mean velocity can
occur due to constrictions of flow area, denoted as jet like flows. These regions exhibit
relatively high shear rates at their boundaries with the mean velocity fairly uniform.
These three regions are further examined to determine their contributions to dispersion
within randomly packed porous bed. To obtain these estimates local velocity data are
used to evaluate mean and integral scale statistics important in defining dispersion.

C1. Dispersion due to tortuous channel like regions:
The tortuous channel like regions exhibit relatively uniform velocities in the limit of high
Repore. In the asymptotic limit of high Peclet number, PeM, the overall dispersion of flow

through a randomly packed bed is expected to be independent of molecular diffusion
effects. This so called mechanical dispersion is principally due to the spatial variation of
velocity within the flow field. A reasonable estimate of the longitudinal dispersion in the
mechanical dispersion regime is possible by using the Eulerian velocity statistics. If the
longitudinal Lagrangian velocity of a tracer that faithfully follows the fluid flow, which at
time t = 0 is at point (xi, yi, zi), is VL(xi, yi, zi, t), then the tracer position at an arbitrary
time, t, is (X, Y, Z) and is a function of the velocity experienced by the tracer during that

(

time interval. If VL is a statistically stationary variable, then Y − Y

)

has a Gaussian

probability distribution in the asymptotic limit and its variance is given by (Taylor 1921,
Tennekes and Lumley (1972))

(Y − Y )

2

(

)

2

≅ 2 VL − VL tTL ≅ 2DLt

(1)
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where DL is the longitudinal dispersion due to fluid advection alone, TL represents the

(

Lagrangian integral scale and VL − VL

)

2

is the Lagrangian velocity variance in the flow

direction.
As the tracer travels in porous bed, its longitudinal velocity fluctuates due to fluctuating
Eulerian velocity contributions but also due to it sampling regions of varying mean
Eulerian velocity fields when compared to average interstitial velocity, Vint. Hence above
equation (1) can be rewritten as such (Tennekes and Lumley (1971))
DL = v '2 TL + (V − Vint ) 2 TL

(2)

where <.> represents a pore averaged operator, with spatial average based on the fluid

(

phase within a pore. Here the Lagrangian velocity variance VL − VL

)

2

is taken to have

contributions from the pore area averaged fluctuating Eulerian velocity variance, <v’2>
and mean Eulerian longitudinal velocity variance, <(V-Vint)2>. Similarly for lateral
dispersion, DT, of a scalar quantity, which is expected to have a spatially mean lateral
velocity equal to zero, the following relationship holds
DT = u '2 TL + U 2 TL

where U is the temporal mean lateral velocity at a given location.

(3)
To apply this

relationship the Lagrangian integral scale, TL, needs to be determined along with the
spatially averaged mean and fluctuating velocity variances. An appropriate relationship
between the Lagrangian integral scale and the measured Eulerian time scale, TE, is
sought. Here the work of Koeltzsch (1999) is applied in general to establish this
relationship. A relationship between the Lagrangian and Eulerian scales are based on the
turbulent intensity and advection velocity associated with large eddies. This is in a sense
based on Taylor’s hypothesis which connects temporal quantities to spatial quantities
through the local mean velocity which assumes that the eddy field is unperturbed as it is
transported by turbulent flow. Koeltzasch (1999) introduce a convection velocity of the
turbulent eddies as parameter to relate time scales to length scales for real turbulent
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flows. Then the author proceeds to show that, β, which is ratio of Lagrangian time scale
(TL) to Eulerian time scale (TE), is proportional to the eddy convection velocity, uconv
(rather than the local mean velocity). The proposed model was verified by the author for
flow over plates with varying degree of roughness. The relationship can be expressed as
u
TL
= 0.8 conv = β
TE
u '2

(4)

Here u’ is the rms of the fluctuating streamwise velocity and uconv is streamwise
convection velocity of eddies.
This approach was modified for the case of porous media flows as the following

TL
= 0.8
TE

Vconv

( v '2 + u '2 )

=β

(5)

2

Here u’ and v’ is the rms of the fluctuating lateral and longitudinal velocity and Vconv is
magnitude of the convection velocity of identified eddies. This representation helps to
take into account the highly multi-direction nature of the local mean and fluctuating
velocities.
The value of β was calculated directly from the measured values of the rms fluctuating
velocity and the advection velocity associated with the identified swirls based on swirl
strength. Results for the tortuous channel region is shown in Fig. 73. For this region the
ratio of Lagrangian to Eulerian time scale increases with increasing Repore, but reaches an
asymptotic value very close to 1.5. Using these results the asymptotic Lagrangian time
scale for large Repore values was estimated to be approximately equal to 0.24DH/ Vint.
Since the tortuous channel like region exhibits traits of being isotropic and homogeneous
with respect to its turbulence quantities, as shown previously (see chapter 4), this region
can be expected to have a Lagrangian time scale that is on the order of magnitude of l/3v’
(which is shown to scale as 0.2Vint/DH (see chapter 4 for estimate for mixing length scale
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,l and rms longitudinal velocity fluctuation, v’), and is reasonably close to the measured
value of 0.24DH/ Vint).

C2. Dispersion due to recirculation regions:
The recirculation region results in increased local retention time of fluid elements as they
become entrapped within these regions.

The overall retention time can then be a

consequence of the ability of fluid elements to escape these regions due to molecular or
turbulent diffusion. The former is expected to be minimal in the limit of large value of
Peclet number. The retention time, TR, of tracer in recirculation region was estimated
using the following expression based on the local retention volume (or area within a two
dimensional slice), Rrec, and the effective turbulent diffusivity, Dturb.
TR ≈

2
Rrec
Dturb

(6)

Here Rrec is taken to be the size of the recirculation region estimated from the area
enclosed within dividing streamlines, and Dturb is estimated to be the product of v’2 and
TE. Once TR is estimated, the dispersion contribution due to recirculation region can be
determined from:
DL ≈ (V − Vint ) 2 TR

(7)

DT ≈ U 2 TR

(8)

C3. Dispersion due to jet like regions:
The jet like region formed due to contractions which result in high velocity regions with
high shear boundaries tends to accelerate trapped fluid elements. The associated retention
time, TR, of a fluid element in the jet like regions is estimated using a similar area and
diffusivity approximation, Eqn. (6). To determine the region of influence Rjet is taken to
be the size of jet like region estimated from the jet’s width and Dturb is the turbulent
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diffusivity estimated to be equal to the product of v’2 and TE within this region. The
dispersion coefficient associated with the recirculation region is thereby estimated as
DL ≈ (V − Vint ) 2 TR

(9)

DT ≈ U 2 TR

(10)

C4. Dispersion analysis results
The results of estimating the dispersion of the various regions were used to determine the
overall dispersion for the bed. It is assumed that pore scale regions identified in this study
are representative of all of the dominant flow regions that can result in variations of the
dispersive properties within the bed. The idea is that a typical fluid element experiences a
cumulative effect of these regions and that the volume fraction of these pore scale regions
is representative of what is experienced by a wandering ideal tracer. This suggests that
the area average dispersion, DL and DT, represent overall dispersion coefficients for a
randomly packed large bed in the limit of Peclet number based on molecular diffusivity,
PeM, approaching infinity.

∑D A ∑D
=
=
A
∑A
L ,r

DL

r

r

L ,r

Ar

r

r

(11)

tot

r

∑D A ∑D
=
=
A
∑A
T ,r

DT

r

r

T ,r

r

r

Ar
(12)

tot

r

where DL,r and DT,r represent longitudinal and lateral dispersion coefficients and Ar
represents area of regions ‘r’ identified in this work such as tortuous channel like, jet like
and recirculation region.
The contribution of different regions to the overall dispersion is shown in Fig. 74. The
longitudinal dispersion is seen to receive its major contribution from the recirculation
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region. This suggests that the mechanism of scalar trapping and retention in these
regions plays a very important role in the observed scalar spreading rates in these flows.
The lateral dispersion is primarily a result of the tortuous channel like region transporting
scalars in the lateral direction in the bed. The jet-like regions due to its much larger
advection velocity, its smaller length scale (jet width) is seen to play an insignificant role
in global parameter like dispersion coefficient.
The results of the overall dispersion coefficients are shown in Fig. 75 versus Repore for
both the transverse (or lateral) and longitudinal dispersion which are based on the
variances in the transverse and longitudinal directions, respectively. The dashed line in
the figure represents the dispersion values suggested by Wen and Fan (1975) and Delgado
(2006) in the limit of PeM approaching infinity. The results of the present study based on
estimates of the Lagrangian statistics are very close to the asymptotic values that are
based on global dispersion measurements. The limiting value for large PeM for the
dispersion estimate are seem to reach their asymptotic value at Repore values of 1800 and
above. Although the close agreement could be fortuitous, the estimates of the various
scaling parameters and their corresponding weighting provides a close estimate of the
overall dispersion. Results need to be further verified in larger porous bed flows using a
larger representative sample of pores to know if these results are consistent over many
bed bead packing geometries.

CONLUSIONS
Detailed measurements using time resolved PIV were obtained within a randomly packed
porous bed using index matching over a pore Reynolds number range of 418 to 3964.
These data were analyzed to determine the turbulence flow structures within the flow. To
do this four selected pores were identified which represented very different mean flow
structures and were used to show the Repore dependence on the scale turbulence
quantities. These results indicate that large scale structures clearly found in pore spaces
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in turbulent flow regime (Repore > 839) were (i) jet-like region, (ii) recirculation region
and (iii) tortuous channel-like region.
The mean Eulerian velocity variance, fluctuating velocity variance and Eulerian time
scale for these structures were estimated and were found to vary significantly from
structure to structure. Longitudinal mean velocity variance in recirculation region was
largest by roughly factor of 6 over other regions while its lateral mean velocity variance
was smallest by approximately factor of 20 when compared to other identified region.
Turbulent transport was weakest in the recirculation region as indicated by its lower
fluctuating velocity variances and longer Eulerian timescales.
Intergal scale vortical structures found within these large pore scale regions were
analyzed for their number density, spinning rate and convection velocity. Small scale
vortical structures were found to have very similar characteristics in these very different
large scale structures. The convection velocity of these small scale structures and
fluctuating velocity variance were used to estimate the Lagrangian integral time scale
from the Eulerian integral time scale.
The overall dispersion coefficient estimated from Lagrangian statistics were in
satisfactory agreement with existing correlations. Recirculation region was seen to
contribute most to longitudinal spreading of an ideal tracer while tortuous channel and
jet-like played more important role in lateral spreading of an ideal tracer.
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Figure 56: Mean velocity field maps versus Repore collected at four different pore
locations
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Figure 57: Identification of recirculation zone with streamlines for pore shown in Fig. 37a
using condition velocity magnitude < 0.3Vint. (a) Contour plot indicates normalized
velocity magnitude and (b) Contour plot indicates mean vorticity plot.
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Figure 58: Identification of recirculation zone with streamlines for pore shown in Fig. 37c
using condition velocity magnitude < 0.3Vint. (a) Contour plot indicates normalized
velocity magnitude and (b) Contour plot indicates mean vorticity plot.
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Figure 59: Identification of recirculation zone with streamlines for pore shown in Fig. 37c
using condition velocity magnitude < 0.3Vint. (a) Contour plot indicates normalized
velocity magnitude and (b) Contour plot indicates mean vorticity plot.
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Figure 60: Pore averaged mean longitudinal and transverse mean velocity variance for
different regions versus Repore
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Figure 61: Plot of longitudinal fluctuating velocity variance, v’ , versus Repore for pore
shown in figure 37
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Figure 62: Plot of fluctuating velocity variance, u’ , versus Repore for pore shown in
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Figure 65: Instantaneous small scale coherent structure map overlaid with instantaneous
swirl strength field for Repore = 3964
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Figure 66: Plot of Integral time scale, Tu, obtained from fluctuating transverse velocity
versus Repore for different regions
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Figure 67: Plot of Integral time scale, Tv, obtained from fluctuating longitudinal velocity
versus Repore for different regions
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Figure 68: Pore averaged Eulerian integral time scale versus Repore for different regions.
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Figure 70: Plot of normalized swirl strength, λci, versus Repore in (a) tortuous channel like
region and (b) recirculation region.
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Figure 71: Plot of distribution of normalized swirl convective velocity, Vconv, versus
Repore in (a) tortuous channel like and (b) recirculation region
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CHAPTER 6
Conclusion
This work studied porous media flows using time resolved, two component PIV
technique. PIV measurements were made in a low aspect ratio porous bed randomly
packed with uniformly sized spheres. Measurements were made in steady regime at Repore
of 3.77, 5.46 and 54 and in unsteady regime in Repore ranging from 400-4000
approximately in steps of 400.
Application of PIV to complex domain like porous bed requires matching refractive
index of liquid phase to that of solid phase. The errors in determining seed particle center
position due to distortion and particle image degradation that occur as a function of
mismatch of refractive index between solid and liquid phases in porous media when
imaging seed particles for velocity measurements are studied. Index mismatch affects are
quantified based on RMS errors due to distortion or refraction effects, particle image
degradation errors, reduction of particle peak intensity and seed number density loss.
Errors due to distortion are shown to be a dominant effect whereas defocusing, caused by
spherical beads in mismatched bed, results in large decreases in light flux at the image
plane. Ray tracing methods are applied to a random bed to obtain estimates of error
versus index mismatch which accounts for bed length along the optical axis, bead
diameter, image magnification and pixel size.
experimental results.

Predictions are shown to agree with

Use of fluorescent dye in seed particles introduces additional

mismatch potential due to the fact that index matching is wavelength dependent.
Matching at the emission wavelength can cause light sheet distortion, while matching at
the excitation wavelength causes image distortion. Distortion errors in randomly packed
bed were found to be random and can be applied as such to PIV measurement errors
based on central limit theorem.
Uncertainty in PIV measurements when applied to porous media flows were further
studied and in-situ techniques to estimate bias and random errors in velocity field
measurements were introduced. Also an in-situ technique to estimate the local
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magnification in the bed using the bead geometry is introduced. This allowed reduction in
measurement accuracy due to variation in magnification along optic axis at different
locations within bed. Detailed uncertainty analysis for PIV data was performed indicating
that out-of-plane displacements results in the major source of errors and results in
limitations of the dynamic range.
Velocity field results for low pore Reynolds number case of 3.77 at different locations in
the porous bed for a random bead packing as well as at the bed center plane for different
random bead packing are presented. The velocity field spatial correlation function is
shown to strongly follow that of the near wall geometry, however for regions further
from the wall the velocity quickly become uncorrelated within one bead diameter with
integral length scales on the order of one hydraulic diameter. The transverse velocity
component histogram peaks at zero and is nearly symmetric. The longitudinal velocity
component histogram peaks at zero and decreases monotonically away from zero, with
the contribution of negative velocity component being negligible. Estimates of the
dispersion coefficient based on measured Eulerian statistics agree well with results in the
literature for higher aspect ratio beds, and the large standard deviation of the longitudinal
velocity distribution is shown to contribute strongly to the dispersion.
Detailed measurements over an unsteady flow of pore Reynolds number range of 418 to
3964 were obtained. These data were analyzed to determine the turbulence characteristics
within the flow. To do this four selected pores were identified which represented very
different mean flow structures and used to show the Repore dependence on the scale
turbulence quantities. These results indicate that the statistical turbulence quantities
scaled well with the bed averaged parameters, the hydraulic diameter, DH, and the
averaged interstitial velocity, Vint, for all of the pores evaluated. The only contrary result
is the variance of the mean velocity within a pore, here it is found that the strong
recirculation and jet-like regions that may occupy a pore dominate and strongly change
the mean variance even when scaled by the average interstitial velocity. Measures of the
turbulence quantities such as turbulent kinetic energy components and its shear
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production rate are shown to collapse towards asymptotic values for sufficiently high
Repore, which here is shown to be approximately 2800. Whereas the integral Eulerian
time scale and length scale are shown to reach asymptotic limits at lower values of Repore,
less than 2000. Although these results are somewhat limited, as they are based on a few
representative pores within the flow, they illustrate that a wide range of local flow
geometries within a randomly packed porous bed exhibit scales of turbulent flow that are
much smaller than the characteristic pore size and as such reach asymptotic limits
seemingly independent of the pore geometry.
Turbulent large flow structures such as jet-like, recirculation and channel-like were
identified. Eulerian statistics like integral timescale and velocity variances were
quantified for these structures. Small scale vortical structures within the large scale
structures were visualized using LES decomposition technique. Characteristics of this
small scale structures like number density and spinning rate were estimated using critical
point analysis like swirl strength analysis. The small scale structures were seen to have
very similar characteristics within very different large scale structures like recirculation
and channel-like. Asymptotic dispersion estimates based Lagrangian statistics estimated
from Eulerian statistics were found to be in order of magnitude agreement with existing
correlations.
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Figure A 1: Test section assembly
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Figure A 2: Test section exit
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Figure A 3: Support plate
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Figure A 4: Alignment plate
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Figure A 5: Test section entrance
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Figure A 6: Distributor plate
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Figure A 7: Top cover

